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Contributor Limelight

Lance Saunders began his SLUG career in January 2005. Since then,
he has scrawled numerous feature articles for the mag, including
an interview with P.O.S., the Sept. 2006 cover story on Subtle and
coverage of 2007’s Sundance Film Festival. As 2008 dawns, Saunders
assumes ownership and booking of Kilby Court with his business
partner, Will Sartain. The duo already has a shit-ton of acts booked
through the end of March, all of which are sure to be awesome.
Saunders is introducing a local hip-hop night to the venue; upcoming
national hip hop acts include Mac Lethal (Jan 22) and Brother Ali
(March 8). Thanks for keeping the all-ages venue alive and well in the
801 Lance!
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Dear Dickheads,
This year I received the gift
of a lifetime; a rite of passage if you will. I received a
Leatherman. The importance
of the Leatherman in a man’s
life cannot be understated.
It’s the defining moment of
manhood, like walking the
log when your Weblos scout
and becoming a bonafide
Boy Scout. My dad’s dad’s
dad had a Leatherman
given to him on his 22nd
birthday, and subsequent
generations of my family’s
male inheritance have, in
turn, received this hallowed
gift that turns awkward boys
into burly men. Now that I
have a Leatherman, my chest
hair has grown an extra inch
and a half, my facial hair is
starting to snake up my face
and around my neck, women
find me oddly attractive and I
can now perform McGuyverian maneuvers with this all
purpose, multi-tool. The only
thing that will complete this
manly triumverate of Leatherman and alcohol is a truck. If
nothing else, I guess my Geo
Metro will do.
–Stan the Man
Hey Stan,
Thanks for sharing your
“manhood” with our readers. If all it takes to become
a man is alcohol, a truck
and a Leatherman, I hope
you never reproduce and introduce other little men into
the world. The only sure
thing those three things will
get you is an STD from a girl
named Cinnamon.

in my inbox from one Kate
Smallwood:
Hey sweetie, you wanna attract chick at the club? Try U l
t r a Allure pheromones!
-Attract women of all ages
-Excite women before even
talking to them
-Make women want to sleep
with you immediately
-Millions of men are already
using them!
-Proven to work!
Being a 20 something and
having never been laid before
I thought I would give it a
try. I orderd a bottle just in
time for Christmas. I sprayed
some on, and then a little
more, treating this precious
bottle like axe bodyspray. I
headed out to Club Bliss and
the women couldn’t keep their
hands off me. I mean I was
making out with one chick
then another and then another…and I hadn’t even entered
the club yet! I am proud to be
one of the million of men who
have used this product to get
someone in the sack. Goodbye personality flaws and
character shortcomings and
hello spray on pheromones…
Hell if it works for moths it can
work for you to!
Thought I would tell a success
story from me to you.
–Paul
Hey PaulIt sounds like you sprayed
douchebag all over your
body instead of pheromones.
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Send us your letter:
Dear Dickheads,
I recently found this email

deardickheads@slugmag.com
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January Localized!
by Jon Robertson
grover6445@aol.com

Localized is SLUG’s monthly local band showcase
happening on the second Friday of each month.
January’s series features Funk and Gonzo, Dacho and
openers Sackcloth and Ashes dropping positive vibes
on you January 11th at the Urban Lounge (a private club
for members). Tickets are five dollars at the door. Do what
you know is best for your life; show up and bust a move!

Jared a.k.a. Chief – Bass, Vocals
Tiffany a.k.a. Doc – Drums, Percussion
Do you remember watching the Super Friends when you
were a little kid? The brother and sister duo known as the
Wonder Twins in the purple outfits who could morph
into anything they wanted and they were just all around
bad ass? Well that’s kind of like Dacho, minus the brother
and sister relation and the purple outfits. Doc and Chief
can morph their music and live show into whatever they
want … your wildest imagination couldn’t even fathom the
bodacious sounds this duo can create.
The mystery and origin of the name Dacho comes from a
Bosnian expression for Bluto from the Popeye cartoons.
This name came about when two Bosnian women found
Chief and Doc at a crashed meteor site after they had just
watched an episode of Popeye.
These Wonder Twins met in high school in 1999 and
found that they both had a love for performance art and
theatre. The band began with a guitar player and different
drummer but those two member’s super powers were
lacking. “We just kind of stopped calling the guitar player
and drummer; then I switched over to drums,” says Doc.
“The band works much better with just Doc and I … we
have a good connection with each other,” says Chief.
Doc’s recent transition to drums is a fine example of
the versatility the duo possesses. Doc has only been
playing drums for a year now, but she sounds as if John
Bonham had visited her in a dream and gave her drum
lessons in her sleep. “I think that I was just destined to
play the drums. It comes natural to me,” says Doc.
Chief’s bass sounds like when Superman fought
Doomsday and Superman died, epic in its thunderous
low end. “I would describe my bass playing style as Flea
and Les Claypool battling it out,” says Chief. His voice
sounds like Zeus from above mixed with a dash of Tom
Waits.
The band gigs more frequently as their reputation grows.
Their battle plan against bored crowds is meticulously
thought out and executed to perfection “We put a lot of
effort into our live show; it is very theatrical and engaging.
I try to consider the venue that we are playing and the
type of crowd that we are playing for and design the set
list around that,” says Chief. “He obsesses over the set
lists, he has walls covered in drafts and former set list to
help him create the perfect one,” concludes Doc.
Dacho has previously released two live recordings. They
plan on recording a proper studio album February 2008
at there hideout/production company, Chlorine Dream
Productions.
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On top of dedicating their powers to expanding people’s
minds, fighting bland music and bored crowds, Dacho
is concerned about the message they send. “Our whole
goal of the band is to just have fun and play music. Music
is the power to communicate,” says Doc.
myspace.com/dachorox
Photo: Cat Palmer

“We are self-proclaimed sexy,” Dallas
declares about Funk and Gonzo.
When the band originally sat down
for this interview, they had no idea
what publication I represented or why
I was interviewing them. They weren’t
sure if it was for the City Weekly, who
SLUG was or what Localized was all
about. These dudes are just cruising
through life without a care in the world
and their music reflects that. They just
play music to chill and relax to; think of
drinking a Pina Colada by the pool.
Their music embraces the coolest parts
of 311, Pharcyde, Blackalicious,
Sublime and Bob Marley. “We try to
take all the elements about the bands
we like and combine them into our
music,” said Eric. “We’re the most
positive chill band out there” “We’re all
about making people feel good, that’s
what our song ‘G-Spot’ is all about,”
concludes Dallas. If you can’t tell by
now, these dudes are one party band.
The band got together in the glorious
year of our lord 2005 after getting
wasted together at parties and hanging

out in high school. Shortly thereafter,
the band went on hiatus to get their
priorities straight. “We took about a
year and a half until all of us turned 21
so we could start playing bars,” said
Eric. “The main thing about playing
out is just getting wasted and getting
the bar to give us
as many free
drinks as
possible.”
Funk and
Gonzo’s
words
and
lyrics are
a melting
pot
of ideas
smashed together by
each band member to
make the most magical
space brownies in the
whole world. “Everybody
contributes to the writing;
we all just throw our ideas
out there,” says Dallas.
Over time, the band have mixed-up
their party pleasers to include more
power ballads and anthemic grooves.
“Our sound has definitely been
progressing into a melodic sound.
Almost similar to something, like the
Eagles,” says Eric. But the band is still
holding on to the elements that keep
their music grounded in irreverence.

“Eric’s voice definitely sounds a lot like
Bradley Noel from Sublime; we always
try to stick to good vibes and keep our
music bouncing,” says Dallas.
Funk and Gonzo having been blowing
up like their dropping bombs on
ya moms. Eric’s girlfriend / band
manager Lauryn has
been promoting them

nonstop on their Myspace page.
They have been playing four to five
shows a month at places all across
the Salt Lake valley. They just recently
opened up for Kottonmouth Kings
and Tech Nine at Saltair.
Funk and Gonzo are slowly drawing
their blueprint to take over the world
one piece at a time. “We want to start
touring into southern Utah
pretty soon

and maybe Arizona and the other
surrounding states,” said Eric.
The band is all about bringing their
sexuality on stage and causing an orgy
of sound mixed with booze, babes,
bumping and grinding. “We’re just here
to sex your face off,” says Justin. “Our
live show is the shit,” says Dallas.
Funk and Gonzo’s
first album, the
eponomously
titled Funk
and Gonzo,
was recorded
in two days with
Bruce Kirby at BoHo
Digitialia and was
released in 2005
and is so pimp
that other pimps
run and hide from
it. Their next album,
which they plan on
releasing in 2008, is so
out of control it has 70oz of freedom.
“The whole goal of the band is to ‘Rock
The Nation For Occupation, so look out
for Funk and Gonzo,” said Dallas.
myspace.com/funkandgonzo

Photo: Cat Palmer
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Eric – Lead Vocals & Guitar
Justin – Background Vocals
& Guitar
Dallas – Drums
Matt G. – Percussion
Jeremy – Bass

BFC

The Skid Stops Here:
Tyler Bloomquist and the BFC
By Chelsea Babbish
cbabbish@gmail.com
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Recently, in an article in Cycling Utah, Mayoral Elect
Ralph Becker was quoted saying, “Salt Lake City
should become an urban cycling Mecca.” Like
Becker, Tyler Bloomquist, 26, also believes in the
Salt Lake City cycling community and has been
sparking the cycling fires of others in downtown
SLC for over a year now. One thing he’s done for
SLC is start a bicycle crew called the BFC. BFC is
a made-up acronym that doesn’t officially stand for
anything, although it’s members do have their own
personal definitions. Overall, BFC is just a group of
locals who ride fixed gear bicycles and hold events
to encourage others to get excited about cycling.
Bloomquist’s favorite thing about cycling in Salt
Lake is that downtown is relatively flat. Flatter
terrain is important to him because the BFC and
Bloomquist sport a different kind of road bicycle—a
fixed gear bicycle. Fixed gear or “fixie” cycling often
blends commuting with lifestyle and art.
Just as a quick note for those of you who aren’t
familiar with fixed gear cycling and why flat terrain
is important: Fixed gear bikes only have one gear
and, in a nutshell, it is “fixed” to the back wheel of
the bicycle. This means the rider cannot just coast
without pedaling. In order to keep moving forward,
the rider is always pedaling, their legs moving
according to their speed. For this reason, riding
down huge hills can be difficult. A human being
can only pedal their legs so fast! In order to stop,
the rider must forcibly push the pedals backward
to a standstill or just slow their pedaling. This force
causes the bike’s back tire to skid, thus resulting
in the infamous fixed gear skid stop. These types
of stops are used by many fixie riders instead of

the bulky front and rear breaks that other types of
bicycles typically have. No, it is not the same as the
bike you used to ride as a little kid where, to break,
you just pedaled backwards until the break catches.
If you pedal backwards on a fixed gear bicycle, you
GO backwards. Bloomquist is working to advance
Salt Lake City’s fixed gear community by destroying
the “animosity” and the “holier than thou” vibes he
got from other cyclists when he first started riding.
Deciding that he’d never be that guy, he explains,
“Everybody starts somewhere.”
He started his crew, the BFC, because he wanted
to start an official community of fixed gear kids
in Salt Lake City. “I would look at all of the other
things going on in San Francisco and Seattle and
I was getting inspired by those, but I thought, ‘why
can’t I do something like that here’?”. They often
ride together downtown just to have fun as well as
to promote the fixed gear lifestyle. In many cases,
BFC members can be identified by their fixed gear
bicycles, sometimes adorned with stickers spelling
out BFC. They also have crew t-shirts and other DIY
paraphernalia. Bloomquist and the BFC are working
to make the cycling community more integrated
by hosting events in the city as well as making
themselves present at other SLC cycling events
and organizations. Each member contributes to
the scene in a different way, ranging from being
involved at the Salt Lake City Bicycle Collective,
to creating graphics and advertisements for other
cycling events around Salt Lake. One of the events
hosted by the BFC and adored by many local
fixed gear cyclists is the Sunday Sprints. Usually
happening the second Sunday of each month at
5p.m., the sprints event consists of people getting
together, messing around, doing tricks, and racing
each other for fun, money and prizes. The event is
meant to be a catalyst for meeting new cyclists. The
large groups of people who attend prove that their
goal has been met. Bloomquist and the BFC always
have an open invitation to new cyclists and they

Photo by: Ryan McCalmon

seem to enjoy teaching newbies what they know.
Sunday Sprints is not only for fixed gear riders.
Anyone interested in cycling can come out and join
in on the festivities.
Bloomquist ’s least favorite thing about being a
cyclist in Salt Lake is people’s lack of awareness on
the roads. “I do get sick of being called faggot and
hippie and all sorts of shit for no reason just ‘cuz I’m
riding my bike”. He’s quick to explain that people
have misjudged him for being poor or a scumbag
just because he is commuting on a bicycle
instead of in a car. Tyler tries to get drivers to put
themselves in his situation. “What if I were in the
truck and you were on the bike? You’d wonder why
I’m trying to hit you, right?” News flash everyone:
It is ILLEGAL to ride bicycles on most sidewalks.
Cyclists riding on the roads are merely following
the law.
After thinking for a second about what advice
he’d give to new cyclists, he urges new fixed gear
riders to keep at least a front break on the bicycle
until they feel more comfortable with skidding. For
cycling in general, he warns to be aware of the
city. “The more you ride, the more you understand
the city and just have fun.” These are sound bits
of SLC advice for anyone venturing outside their
front door with any vehicle fueled by a good lunch.
What’s Tyler up to right now? He’s riding rain or
shine, providing a welcoming hand to new cyclists,
and going back to school in January to become an
elementary school teacher. He smiles as his crew
rides around on the pavement behind him. What
good advice. Just have fun...that’s how it all started,
isn’t it?
Keep an eye out for the BFC and possibly an
upcoming video. For more info on the BFC and
the Sunday Sprints check out: www.myspace.com/
bfcsaltlake or just show up for Sunday Sprints.
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Saturday –
The Hottest Party
in SLC, with DJ Celly Cel
$1.00 Drafts. What the fuck
else do you want?
Sunday – Live Music: Blues,
Jazz, Reggae
$2.00 Mimosa & Bloody Mary’s
Buy one get one Hookah
Monday - - Sierra Solei Lingerie
Party Downstairs
Football and free Pool Upstairs!
$2.00 Kamis, Cosmos & Tequila
Tuesday – Ladies night & 80’s
Dance Party
$5 Bitch Slap’s

WednesdayAnuerthythm Productons presents:
House - Breaks – d
& b – Top 40 with the
hottest local DJ’s
$2.00 Kamis, Cosmos
& Tequila
Thursday – Eura Nassoh
Entertainment presents:
Live Acoustic / Open
Mic…..Want to play?
Call 548-5151
$2.00 Domestic Pints
Friday – Entourage
Karaoke / Top 40
Dance
$2.00 Jager Bombs
& Samurai
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Hell’s Hookah Lounge Now Open
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by Adam Dorobiala & Mike Brown

adam@slugmag.com, mikebrown@slugmag.com

Almost Skateboards
Cooper Wilt 7.9”

Almostawebsite.com
So I got this awesome almost Skateboards deck to
review. It’s the Cooper Wilt Pro Model and is blue, one
of my favorite colors! I haven’t used the deck yet, and
probably won’t for a little while. If you’re wondering
how someone can review a skate deck without using
it, keep reading and I’ll explain. I have every intention
of shralping the shit out of this gnar wood dagger, but
the fact remains that I am old. Well, old for a skater
that is. I won’t say exactly how old I am, but I’ve been
busting nuts for more years than your average kid at
the skate park is old. This means that I break bones
faster than I break boards, and therefore haven’t had a
chance to mount up this wonderful almost deck (I also
have a weird superstition about only skating one deck
at a time. It’s silly, I know.) But with age comes wisdom,
and I have developed the keen astute sixth sense of
knowing just what the fuck my feet will like in skateboard
materials before they are ever compiled in a shredding
fashion. For instance, the shape of this deck is bomber;
nice fat tail for scooping up those techy flip tricks I’m
trying to re learn. And it has a steeper concave, which
I prefer, to lock in my lurpy size 12’s. This board also
has some impact support lamination, which basically
means I will probably never break it and it could quite
possibly be the last skateboard I ever ride. Thank you,
almost, your team is amazing and I can’t wait to ride this
deck! –Mike Brown

Globe Shoes

Chris Haslam “Sabaton”
Globeshoes.com

Photo: Adam Dorbiala

Ripstick
Ripstick

Razor.com
I had seen these snake-like contraptions in a
few places before receiving one to review, and
thought they were totally bogus, but the more I
started to ride it the more I realized it wasn’t half
bad. Based on a “Caster Board,” the Ripstick
has two swiveling footpads to step on and two
inline rollerblade wheels with a 360 degree
rotating mount that you, ride upon. At first it can
take a while to get used to, but once you get
used to the motions needed to make it propel
forward it’s actually pretty fun to ride. It comes

with an instructional DVD on how to ride it (which
is absolutely hilarious by the way) and shows
some pretty cool stuff people can do on them.
Since you only have two wheels to ride on, it
takes a bit of balance to get it going but once
youre going it teaches you numbers for your
lateral (heel to toe) balance which transfers over
to your regular skateboard for added confidence
for skating rails. I have dubbed the Ripstick
the “Jedi Board” cause it almost feels like you
are floating down the road instead of riding on
something. The only downfall is the fact that it is
made out of some pretty shitty plastic so it can
break if you get too gnarly. Get Vertical! –Adam
Dorobiala
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These are directly from the mind of the Cheese and
Crackers genius, and it is no wonder Chris Haslam
can do all the crazy shit he does with these kicks
on. Really simply put, the Sabaton has a vulcanized
soul, heel protection and some pretty cool colorways,
which is all you could ever really want in a good
pair of shoes. And on top of that, they have a “Hex
Trac” pattern on the bottom of them that keeps you
firmly gripped to your board. They hold up pretty
good, but just like any other skate shoe, they’re not
indestructible. Also, the sizes seem to run a tad small,
but if you can deal with the discomfort for the first
few days, they loosen up to fit your foot like a fuckin’
glove. Its good to see that there are new shoe designs
that aren’t completely fashion over function, and the
Sabaton is definitely a shoe that is all function and no
filler. – Adam Dorobiala

Wright Brain:
An Andy Wright
Interview
by Sean K. Sullivan and Erik Lopez
sully@slugmag.com, Erik@slugmag.com

Modern snowboarding was born in
the streets of Salt Lake City and the
mountains that surround it. Legends
such as Branden Ruff, Tonino
Copone, Jason Murphy, JP Walker,
Jason Brown, and Jeremy Jones
have all been riding here since the
beginning and photographer Andy
Wright was there to document it.
Wright, like most other snowboarders
born in the 70s, was first introduced
to the mountains on a pair of skis
but switched to snowboarding in
the mid 80s. In Wright’s estimation,
“Snowboarding is like skateboarding

… it’s an individual sport. You have
to find your own limits, do your own
thing, make your own jumps, and
decide what is possible.”
It wasn’t until after he graduated from
Westminster College that he received
his first camera. With no formal
photography training, Wright honed
his eye through years of riding in front
of the camera. “It’s our job to show or
convey [the feeling of snowboarding],
and not make it necessarily important
that you know the back story. You’re
just taking a close moment and
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making it larger than life,” says
Wright. Wright credits luck and being
at the right place at the right time for
capturing snowboarding from his own
unique perspective.
Wright gained valuable experience in
the mid 90s running Medium, his own
quarterly shred mag. Medium covered
the local snowboarding scene and
was run out of the back of an SLC
Kinko’s. It was a learning experience
that lent itself to the refinement of his
photographic eye, helping him ease
into his current job as Transworld’s
Senior Staff Photographer.

“I don’t think there has ever been a
day that Transworld hasn’t been the
number one snowboarding magazine,”
says Wright. With the scarcity of
snowboarding magazines for
such a relatively insular sport, Wright
feels that there is a divide between
the reader and the representation of
snowboarding in the magazine. “When
the flavor of the week isn’t coming
through but all these other kids are,
you can start steering the sport in a
way,” Wright says. “There is definitely
a disconnection in the sense that [the
snowboard magazines] are all down in
Southern California and snowboarding
doesn’t happen in Southern California
… there is more to snowboarding
outside of Grenade, Mammoth and
Travis Wright. If you are a fan of
those three things then Snowboarder
Magazine is for you.”

As a photographer, Wright feels that
action speak louder than words. He
feels that he continues to be faithful
to the idea that he has of what
snowboarding is in his head. “To
me [snowboarding] is about cruising
through the trees with my friends,
riding powder and having fun …
not performing like a ballerina with
a bib and a helmet on.” For that
reason, Wright is unlikely to be caught
shooting contests. “[Contests like
X-Games] were started with good
intentions, but they’re really just an
excuse to sell banners and advertising
space to modify the sport … when
I watch [the X-Games] on TV its not
even the same sport that I do,” says
Wright. “Regardless of what obstacles
and stuff you jump in contests, you
can’t decide who is the best based on
that. Snowboarding has never been
about that.” By staying true to that
ethos over the years, Wright has hiked,
flown, climbed and crawled to capture
his signature attention-grabbing
photos.
On November 16th, Wright teamed
up with local photographers E-Stone,
Rob Mathis and Stan Evans to
create Hustle and Snow, a show
exhibiting their snowboarding photos
at the Circle Lounge. In Hustle and
Snow, Wright and friends become their
own editors, taking their photos out of

the context of a magazine. In essence,
Wright takes a close moment and
makes it larger than life. “When you
see at that scale, framed up, on the
wall, it just becomes something a
little different … It really doesn’t have
that kind of life in a magazine. A lot of
photos I picked for the show, I picked
because they come to life when you
see them large,” says Wright.
Wright’s photographs portray his love
and intimacy with snowboarding.
They move beyond his editorial
work for Transworld and transcend
his commercial work with Nike
Snowboarding, Mack Dawg
Productions and Nitro Snowboards.
Ultimately, Wright hopes that his
photographs affect change in people’s
attitudes towards snowboarding. “If
my photos inspire people to take
another approach, as opposed to
getting a coach and riding a park
everyday to get down a winning run,
then I know I am doing the right thing,”
says Wright.

To get in contact with Andy Wright
and to see more of his pictures in the
privacy of your own home, go to:
www.andywrightphoto.com or better
yet, stop by the Circle Lounge to see
his larger than life works in person.
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Photos: Sean K. Sullivan

ANDY WRIGHT
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Takin’ It Back To The

ground
Under

Words and photos by Adam Dorobiala
adam@slugmag.com

Its official: Winter is here and it’s not going anywhere for months,
so what are we to do when all of our spots to skate are covered
with snow or ice? At first, hibernation sounds like a fantastic idea,

but who can sleep for months straight without being in a damn
coma? Maybe winter is nature’s way of telling skateboarders to
procreate with the opposite sex while we put our skateboards
away for the winter. Sex sounds pretty good, but even that can
get pretty hackneyed after a while (unless, of course, you’re a
player and you crush a lot). Many resort to partying the days
away, but after a while your liver might ask why you aren’t out
skateboarding instead of drinking. Migration is also a keen idea
and most people head south or anywhere that isn’t covered with
snow, but that costs money. Luckily, there are underground spots
littered throughout the valley; one just needs to explore a little to
come across these rare gems. I got together with a few friends
and we did just that.

First, I skated with longtime
ripper Jason Gianchetta
(a.k.a. Cheese), who has
the set-up dialed inside the
basement of his home. He can
wake up, walk out his door,
throw his skateboard down and
roll to one of the most intense
mini-ramps in the Salt Lake
valley. Next to his bedroom,
he has a three foot mini with
super sketchy transition and
a couch extension in the back
corner of the ramp. Anybody
who has skated this knows how
odd it is to skate, and Cheese
commandeers the shit out of
it with effortless style and flow.
And on top of all that, it’s in the
basement, so if you get too
vertical you might hit your head
on the ceiling, but that makes
it that much more fun and
challenging to skate.
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But don’t think because Jason said
hi to you once at the skatepark
he’s gonna let you storm his crib
and let you skate his ramp, it is for
VIPs only.

“Jason
Gianchetta
knows how
to couch surf.
Back fiveoh on the
extension.”

“Kendall
Johnson with
a shadow flip
… I mean,
switch, flip
into the bank.”

“Just wait till
you see the
footage of this
trick; Panda
back lip whirly
-bird manual.”
jump too high. We proceeded
to skate until someone told
us that the cops were on
their way. Thanks, buddy,
for the heads up (although I
am pretty sure it was just a
psych-out to make us leave).
With an endless amount of
paved spaces available for us
to skate, you should go out
and find something to skate,
whether it’s under a building,
in a garage, or at your nextdoor neighbor’s house; just
go skate so when summertime
rolls around your skateboard
won’t wonder where the fuck
you were the whole winter.
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Next, I met up with Kendall
Johnson and Will Pauley
(a.k.a. Panda) at an
underground garage near
Sugarhouse where there is
a curved ledge that goes
up and around and has a
manual pad off the other side.
Panda got pretty technical on
it and Kendall was killing the
bank and the flat gap, so it
was only obvious that we get
some photos. It’s a fun spot,
but once again, when going
underground, you don’t have
all that space above your head
so it can get kinda hectic if you
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The Woodshed
A PRIVATE CLUB FOR MEMBERS

$2 PBRs and
$5 Patron shots
EVERYDAY!
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The Woodshed is a small, intimate venue
for live local music.

(801) 364-0805
60 East 800 South
myspace.com/thewoodshedslc

Monday’s – Hillbilly G. Had – Open Mic w/$2 Uinta Drafts
Tuesday’s 1/8 – Miles Beyond – Electric Jazz
1/15 – Toy Soup Comedy Troupe – Stand UP, Sketch & Improv
1/22 – Mixology Class w/ Ben Raskin $35
1/29 – The Chad Stanely Trio – Electric Jazz
Wednesday’s - Salt Lake Poker Tour
Thursday’s - Karoke w/ T.J. the D.J.
Friday’s 1/4 - Three Reasons w/ Special Guests
1/11 - Lost by Reasons w/ Special Guests
1/18 – Dane & The Death Machine w/ Dancho
1/25 – Sammy’s Fundraiser…
Help Sam Wessel kick cancer
Saturday’s 1/5 – Dancho w/ The Boomsticks
1/12 – Fat Paw w/ Darin Caine
1/19 – Semantic w/ Special Guests
1/26 – Around the World Party for Blake Perez’s B-Day
Ginga Boa Performing live all night
Sunday’s – Skip Church and enjoy $2 Drafts

Sat., Jan. 12
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ABZ
Hatchet Throwing Contest • Best Beard Award • free flapjacks

Photos by: Audida Records/ Matt Wolf

Loose Joints: Matt Wolf’s Wild Combination:
A Portrait of Arthur Russell
by Erik Lopez
erik@slugmag.com

I first heard Arthur Russell’s music in 2004 when I was driving with
a friend to the Spiral Jetty. What was interesting about Russell’s
music was that on one hand his voice had the confessional lull
of Nick Drake and on the other, gentle dance beats round out a
sound that can only be described as singer/dancewriter music. I
was blown away by the space between the loose, minimal jazz
rhythm and distorted cello that typified Russell peculiar brand of
funk-disco-dance music. It came as quite a surprise, then, to find
out that what I was listening to was released in 1985!
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Since that time, Russell has enjoyed a resurgence of recognition
that eluded him when he was alive; re-issues of out-of-print
singles and albums, a forthcoming biopic by Tim Lawrence
and finally, Matt Wolf’s portrait of Russell, Wild Combination. “My
intention going into this project was to use Arthur’s music to do
experimental film ... then when I met Tom Lee, Arthur’s former
partner and the executor of his estate, I was so inspired and
connected with him so intensely that it opened my mind to doing
something more biographical,” says Wolf.
Arthur Russell was born into a midwestern family in 1952 in
Oskaloosa, Iowa. At the ripe age of 23, Russell moved to New
York City were he started connecting, keeping and working with
a diverse company of artists that have come to embody 20th
century American music: Rhys Chatham, John Cage, Ernie
Brooks of the Modern Lovers, Allen Ginsberg, Phillip Glass
and David Byrne (with whom he played cello on an unreleased
version of “Psycho Killer”) to name a few. By 1980, Arthur had

come out of the closet and started dating Tom Lee exclusively
until his death in 1992. After realizing the vast array of people that
knew and helped define Arthur as artist, friend, lover and son,
Wolf’s project became assured. “Talking to his parents and Ernie
[Brooks] and recognizing the wealth of characters that presented
themselves in Arthur’s life, it became clear at that point that it was
necessary to do a film that was biographical and included all their
voices,” says Wolf.
Wolf’s interest in doing a documentary on Russell lay primarily
in his resonance with the music, his own cultural agenda
notwithstanding. “I am particularly interested in making films
about the cultural history of downtown New York from the 70s
and 80s. I am interested in queer biography and gay cultural
history that are under recognized,” says Wolf. Wild Combination
emerges from Wolf’s engagement with history that doesn’t rely on
traditional modes of analysis, but instead gives primacy to people
and their influence on and place in shaping that narrative. “I am
really interested in the creative life of individuals and trying to
understand the interconnections in people’s biographies between
their emotional lives and creative lives,” Wolf says.
Wild Combination isn’t the conventional VH1 Behind the Music
documentary. Instead, as its name implies, it’s a portrait and
as such explores the relationships that fall outside and forge the
identity of Arthur’s musical character. “I wanted to avoid some of
the traps of other music documentaries or other documentaries
of the genre that create a definitive record of the musical history
that surrounded the artist,” says Wolf. “Part of my focus in the
film is family, his connection to the landscape of Iowa and also
his relationship with Tom Lee and the iconography of downtown
New York and the experience of being gay ... I think all these
things can often be put on the sides for the musical narrative in
the traditional music documentary.” Wolf utilizes interviews with
family and friends, rare archival footage and unreleased music by

Understanding that this isn’t your run-of-the-mill overview of a
musical career, Wolf realizes that the potential audience for this
type of film is varied at best. “There are a lot of different viewers
for this type of film: those who are familiar with him, those who
have diverse cultural contact, etc and while it’s not possible to
make all the material appeal to everyone, I think the goal is for
people to get emotionally connected to Arthur – through his
music and through the emotional arc of his life,” says Wolf. Part
of that emotional arc involves his homosexuality and the sense of
community that Arthur found in making his music. “Disco was an
even more intense kind of social community that had this birthday
party feel to it. I think Arthur was attracted to those types of group
dynamics and communities. I think its part of the culture of the
time,” Wolf says. Wolf is quick to point out, however, that Arthur’s
homosexuality wasn’t his main identity, just part of it. “He was
openly gay but he traversed a lot of different worlds. The disco
world is super gay. The culture of being in the recording studio
is a straight, male dominated thing. In a lot of ways, Arthur could
pass in a lot of different contexts ... being gay wasn’t an essential
part of his identity,” says Wolf.
Sadly, while he as alive, Arthur was never met with much critical
acclaim. He did get a record review here and there but he never
found the pop success he was looking for. Part of the problem

was his personality and another part was his musical process.
“There was something that prevented Arthur from achieving
the kind of success of his contemporaries. It was kind of a
personality thing. He wanted to succeed; he had all the talent
and ability to succeed, but he didn’t have that show business
persona. In the end, his real tragic flaw was the inability to finish
things,” says Wolf.
Arthur Russell died in 1992, at age 40, due to complications with
HIV. All but forgotten, Russell bridged the divide between the
high culture of serious music and pop music using innovative
production skills and a cello. “Arthur was totally engaging with the
serious avant-garde music community, like sound artists, people
who were purely exploring sound. He could also go to a disco
club and listen to disco music. I think his ability to draw from all
sorts of inspiration is unique,” says Wolf. Recently, through such
compilations from 2004 such as Audika’s Calling Out of Context,
which bring together Russell’s late 80s unreleased pop and R&B
songs, and Soul Jazz’s The World of Arthur Russell, a collection
of his 12-inch dance singles, Russell has been retrieved from
obscurity. His influence on contemporary pop music can be
heard in such acts as Jens Lekman, Electrelane, !!!, LCD
Soundsystem and other indie dance bands.
Wild Combination will be finished January 20th and will debut
at the Berlin Film Festival in February. If you want to find out
more about Arthur Russell and Matt Wolf’s portrait of Russell,
Wild Combination, be sure to check out his website www.
arthurrussellmovie.com. Wild Combination: A Portrait of Arthur
Russell will be completed by mid-January.
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Arthur to thread a depiction of Russell that at turns praises him as
the genius he was and shows the complex, difficult personality
that lay behind his creations and collaborations. Underlying
this depiction is a sketch of the cultural milieu that Arthur found
himself in 1970s New York City.
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Ririe Woodbury

By Jona Gerlach jonagerlach@gmail.com

Ririe-Woodbury was founded in 1964 by namesakes Shirley Ririe and Joan
Woodbury, and has tirelessly built a reputation as one of the most respected
modern dance companies in America. Their dedication to producing new works,
touring, promoting dance through their Move-It and POPS education programs, and
their close involvement with choreographer Alwin Nikolais have garnered praise far
and wide, including five-star reviews in the New York and Los Angeles Times and
invitations to perform at some of the world’s most prestigious dance festivals.
The company’s relationship with choreographer Alwin Nikolais is arguably what they
are most famous for; in fact, it seems that any conversation about Ririe-Woodbury
inevitably leads to a mention of his name. Joan Woodbury first met Nikolais in 1947
at Dresden University when she was put in his class after failing to place into the
advanced courses. “It was the best thing that ever happened to me,” she says. “He
said things about dance that I had thought but could never put into words.” Nikolais
soon became her mentor and the two continued to collaborate with and inspire each
other for decades.
This year, Ririe-Woodbury’s dedication to both the work of Nikolais and children’s
dance education are coming together in The Crystal and the Sphere, one of Nikolais’
pieces from the early fifties commissioned by the Kennedy Center. “We do a work
for children every year,” says Joan. “We feel strongly that if you don’t catch kids
when they’re young they won’t be interested in the artform when they’re older.” In
choosing this piece by Nikolais, however, they are deviating from their traditional
children’s works, as The Crystal and the Sphere is decidedly more avant-garde,
done entirely in black light, with no immediately recognizable structure. “Usually
we have a narration to keep the kids involved, but this one is just dance. There’s a
narrative, but you have to find it.” The dances are fanciful, featuring waddle birds,
mermaids, sharks, and something called an “infant sun,” but it is up to the kids (and
adults) to find the connection between these disparate creations.

Joan is optimistic, however, that the children will be able to find the narrative; it is the
adults and the folks in their mid-20s that she is most worried about. Her company’s
motto is “dance is for everyone,” which carries a kind of unfortunate irony when
attached to an artform as polarizing as modern dance. “My feeling of ‘what is
dance’ is very broad,” she says. “If you do a gesture which is not utilitarian, it’s not
picking up a cup or scratching your head, a gesture you do for the pure joy of doing
it, you’re dancing.” Yet, even with this populist attitude, modern dance remains on
the fringes, and is seen by a large segment of the population as being too esoteric,
too confusing, or even an outright scam. Joan sees this as symptomatic of two
things; first of all, “I think one of the difficulties people have with modern dance is
that they’ve seen a lot of bad dances.” Secondly, she says, “I think adults are afraid
to enjoy it, afraid to rely on their own judgment. It’s like going to buy a dress that
you may really like, but you still turn to someone and say, ‘what do you think?”
This inability (or unwillingness) of adults to make up their own minds does not bode
well for an artform that requires active rather than passive viewing. Most people
don’t want to find the narrative themselves; they would rather have it served to them
on a plate in the privacy of their own homes. Joan recognizes this, and can only
hope for the best. “We know sometimes we’re dancing to the choir… sometimes
I feel like going and pulling someone in from the street and saying, ‘What do you
think about this?’” Speaking directly to me, Joan says, “Mostly you’re not a physical
generation. It’s so much easier to rent a movie and go home with it and go to bed
than it is to get dressed up and go out and try to park… I’m not interested in getting
(my generation) to attend live theater; it’s your generation that’s going to carry it
forward.”
So it comes back to the old adage “children are our future.” But tired though that
may sound, Ririe-Woodbury hopes to breathe some new life into that cliché by
producing consistently thoughtful and challenging works for people of all ages, in
hopes that people will put off seeing that new Will Smith or Pixar movie for another
night and try something that’s actually outside their comfort zone for a change.
For more information on Ririe-Woodbury, including their production of Alwin Nikolais’
The Crystal and the Sphere, check out www.ririewoodbury.com.
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Breaking the Ballet: Ririe-Woodbury

The world of video games has, since its inception,
been undergoing almost constant metamorphosis.
As the production costs of mainstream games
have increased so has the demand for simpler
games that dare to step where their mega-sized
kin won’t. The backlash against the “mega
games” of today includes a nostalgic attraction
to old school and classic video games as well as
a need for video games that can offer something
new to even the most experienced gamers. As
Sam Roberts, games competition director for the
Gorilla GameMaker Competition explained, “It is
in independent video games that we see almost
every genre you can imagine.” Within this fiery
nebulous of ideas the games that will change
gaming’s future are forged.
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“The industry began in a very independent
fashion,” Roberts said. Before the hardware
was in place to make video games a profitable
industry, most games were written by gamers
for gamers. Then in the 1980’s things began to
change. About the same time that the Apple II
was introducing the world to the power of the
personal computer, Nintendo was shaking off the
video game console crash of ’83 and taking the
home video game console to a new level with the
NES. While game manufacturers focused much
of their efforts on the more secure and more
profitable console games, PC gamers were left
to their own ends. And as the console market
grew into the giant it is today, a void began to
grow in the PC video game landscape and the
independent video game was born.

For the last three years Slamdance Film Festival
has included the Gorilla GameMaker Competition,
a chance for independent video game developers
to put their hard work up against others in the
industry, not just for glory but also for a chance
to have their games seen and played by other
developers and distributors. Although the main
competition will be moved to L.A. this year instead
of (overcrowded) Park City, during the film festival
there will be a ‘Gorilla’s Greatest’ lobby for
people to play four favorite titles (Cloud, Facade,
Rumble Box and Steam Brigade) from previous
competitions. If you’ve got a PC and an Internet
connection you can download these games for
(gasp) free, giving you a very good idea of where
independent gaming is coming from and heading
towards.

In an ironic twist of events, the latest generations
of video game consoles (Wii, Xbox360, PS3),
instead of remaining the “anti-independent”
game icons they have been in the past, have
(or soon will) began to embrace independent
video games. With the Xbox Live Arcade and
the PlayStation Network, gamers anywhere can
now purchase and download a huge variety of
games to play on their home consoles. It’s a winwin situation because these smaller titles cost a
fraction of the big games and the developers are
exposing their work to an entirely new legion of
gamers. Although getting independent games
onto these networks in no small task, competitions
like the Gorilla GameMaker Competition are in
place to help the little guys take their shot at the
top.

Slamdance's 800
Pound Gorilla
by Jesse Kennedy
slsuby@gmail.com

Because of the enormous costs associated with
producing today’s top games, (it’s estimated
that Halo 3 cost Microsoft about $30 million,
without advertising) there are tons of restrictions
put on the developers of these games. In order
for developers to explore their more abstract
video game ideas they must go back to the
independent platform and detach from all of
the corporate money that wants a more secure
return on their investment dollars. However
with the incredible leaps in game development
software, the difference between how some
independent games and their more expensive
rivals look and play has lessened. “One of the
things that allowed independent filmmaking to
become so big is the growth in low-cost tools,”
Roberts explained. Similarly better tools provided
to game developers are making independent
video games much more appealing to the ever
increasing video game audience.

As for what the future holds for Slamdance’s
Gorilla GameMaker Competition, Sam adds,
“We’re looking forward to the new summer
competition in L.A. and hoping that this new
venue will benefit the game developers.” The
future of independent video games is wide
open, but if you want a glimpse of what it may
have in store there is no better chance to get a
glimpse than at this competition.
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Although there were no official winners from last
year’s competition, (one of the finalists was forced
to be dropped for legal reasons) this year there
will again be achievements recognized in several
categories, including: The Jury Award, Audience
Award and Accomplishments in Physics and
Philosophy. Most independent game developers
are either giving their games away for free in
hopes of selling some ad space on their web
page or simply charging a very modest download
fee to help compensate for the cost of developing
their games. By placing in competitions like the
Gorilla Gamers Awards, developers increase their
exposure and therefore increase demand for their
products. You never know when the next “Tetris”
(written by Russian computer scientists and never
patented!) will be born.
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SLUG: What do you view as the horror genre
What is your definition of its conventions and
what to you, makes a horror movie? Can you
speculate on the state of the horror genre and
what you envision for it and what you feel your
contribution to the genre is?

matter. My second book, Make your Own Damn
Movie begins this delightful scene. Gabe used
to work in fast food (his job at Troma was a big
step down) and we decided then and there, on
that excrement saturated spot, that we would
make a horror satire skewering the fast food
industry. In my opinion, well intentioned films
like Super Size Me and Fast Food Nation failed
to reach the audience that actually eat fast food.
r
I felt that there needed to be a film with a simila
food
fast
“reel”
the
te
educa
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that
ge
messa

lly
Romero: Horror for me is allegory. I’m basica
a storyteller and horror is a framework I use to
tell the best stories I can, to express myself and
t
the ideas and socio-political themes that interes
me.
Kaufman: I don’t know if I’m really qualified to
answer that question as I don’t make horror
films. I make Troma films. James Gunn, Peter
Jackson, and others have suggested that I
created the slapstick gore genre. For me the
ultimate horror film combines Capraesque
humor, Chaplinesque romance, and horrifying
situations all wrapped up in one big shit
if
disturbing enchilada of sex and violence. And
you don’t believe me, just ask Woody Allen and

LaBruce: Do you mean the all time best?
Romero’s Dawn of the Dead, because it’s the
greatest political allegory of modern times.
so
Rosemary’s Baby and Carrie,because they’re
perfectly made, and kind of feminist, in a way.
The Exorcist, The Omen, and Alien, because
they truly terrified me as a kid.
the
Phillip Kaufman’s remake of The Invasion of
Body Snatchers, because it’s one of the best
go
movies about conformism ever made. I could

nation of today.

on and on.

,I
LaBruce: With Otto; or, Up with Dead People
s
was referencing more whimsical horror movie
from the past like Curtis Harrington’s Night
Tide, Herk Harvey’s Carnival of Souls, and
George A. Romero’s Martin. Those movies all
involve characters who may or may not be some
sort of mythical creature - a mermaid, a ghost,
and a vampire, respectively. The mood is more
melancholy and somewhat demystifying. I was
s
also influenced by the work of Charles Addam
ical
whims
more
a
have
who
,
and Edward Gorey
and ironic horror sensibility.

Robert Redford.

LaBruce: Karen Black says she doesn’t like
horror movies; she likes science fiction and
that’s what she thinks she makes. As much as
I adore Karen Black, I have to disagree. I think
Trilogy of Terror is a great horror film. Horror
generally has to do with characters who are
terrorized in some way. It’s when your worst
nightmare comes true. I love science fiction too,
y
but horror is more visceral and lurid and usuall

e
SLUG: There has been a return to the zombi
the
use
Why
two.
or
year
last
genre in the
zombie movie instead of using a different horror
genre? Like vampires, werewolf, etc.
Romero:The zombies’ rise from the dead is
like any disaster you can think of. Hurricanes.
Earthquakes. Tornadoes. My zombie films are
as much about how people deal with chaos and
fear as they are about the zombies themselves.
of
Vampires and werewolves are usually thought
as supernatural monsters. To me zombies aren’t
supernatural. They’re us.

SLUG: Do you feel comfortable in Sundance’s
Park City at Midnight category or would you
have preferred that your movie been shown at
t
another time? How does this attract or detrac
from the response to your movie?

more fun.

I don’t really like the new cycle of extreme horror
films. I think they’re too obvious and literally
indulging in the ugly aspects of the modern
.
culture of fear, like terrorism and war and torture
they’re
and
them,
about
subtle
g
There’s nothin
often apolitical. The remakes of Dawn of the
Dead and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, for
example, dropped almost all of the social and
political commentary of the originals. They seem
really dumbed down to me. I think the genre
will evolve into something more thoughtful and
articulate. With my movie, Otto; or, Up with Dead
.
People, I wanted to make zombies more human
killing
ess
relentl
just
being
es
zombi
of
I’m tired
machines with no redeeming features. What
makes Frankenstein so great is the fact that
the monster has a human side. So as much as
I love Nazi zombies, I think it’s time for some
sensitive ones!

SLUG: What prompted and influenced this
current directorial effort?
s,
Kaufman: Poultrygeist, like all my Troma Movie
was inspired by current events. A McDonald’s
had just moved in next door to the world
famous Troma dump...er... building and shortly
there after we were invaded by rats the size of
kielbasas. Troma’s supervising editor, Gabe,
and I had to go down into the basement to fight
off these fearless raccoon-size rodents and
clean up tons of rat digested McDonald’s fecal

Romero: This year is the 40th anniversary of
my first film, Night of the Living Dead, which has
been playing midnight shows for as long as I
can remember. I love that Diary of the Dead is
being screened the same way at Sundance,
especially since I tried to make Diary with the
my
same kind of independent spirit as Night. It’s
ht
return to that style of filmmaking and a midnig
show with a midnight audience is the perfect
way to see it.
LaBruce: Well, it would be nice to be in
competition! But Park City at Midnight has been
very good to me. This is my fourth movie in that
section, and my third
world premiere. I think it’s good for Otto
because it’s not a conventional horror movie,
but I still want to see if it will cross over to horror
audiences. But the most exciting thing is that
George Romero’s new zombie movie Diary of
the Dead is in the same section, and he is the
master! I saw
Diary at the Toronto International Film Festival
this year, and I think it’s brilliant. I’m humbled
to be in his company. (And incidentally, I
understand we used the same camera - the
Panasonic HDX-900. Although I used some
16mm as well.)

Kaufman:We are living in an age of megaconglomerates who are brainwashing us while
they spoonfeed us, making us into zombies.
Our newspapers,television, movies, our entire
media is controlled by a small club of elites who,
as Harriet Tubman used to say, have their ass
in a tub of
butter at our expense. Poultrygeist contains
the perfect metaphor for the zombie movie.
The media puts the Kool-aid in our water.
ie. through a barrage of commercials,
merchandise, product placement, celebrity
endorsements, etc. We drink the Kool-aid and
go like zombies to our local
American Chicken Bunker where we consume
Sloppy Jose’s, and drink Cluckwork Oranges,
and transform into chicken/indian demons. In
other words Poultrygeist.

SLUG: Can you speak to the canon of the
horror movie and what you would include in it
and why?

Romero: I’m afraid I’ll have to pass on that one
until we have more time to discuss it.
on.
Kaufman: Unfortunately I misread your questi
horror
the
of
n”
“cano
the
to
ing
speak
of
Instead
movie I spoke to the “cannon” of the horror
movie and it blew my fucking brains out.

LaBruce: Vampire and werewolf movies are
more about monsters that are always lurking
g
around the fringes of culture, randomly pickin
y
off victims. They are outsider monsters, usuall
loners who lead double lives. Zombies are
usually more widespread and mainstream,
attacking in huge numbers. They are more
populist, more conformist. They usually signify
some sort of plague or widespread panic,
whether environmental or metaphysical. With
Otto; or, Up with Dead People, I’ve tried to
create a zombie who is more of an individual
and a loner. Plus he’s gay.
While the horror genre may be in disrepute,
these three filmmakers have demonstrated that
horror “isn’t dead.” This January, as Sundance
descends upon the valley, two of these
directors, Romero and LaBruce, will be in the
Park City at Midnight category while Kaufman
y
will showcase his movie at his own appropriatel
titled festival, Tromadance (which has been
g
around for nine years!). Check out sundance.or
ro
Rome
and
ce
LaBru
on
ation
inform
more
for
and www.tromadance.com for more info on
Kaufman and friends.
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The Exorcist and The Omen and Alien and The
Invasion of the Body Snatchers. So horror was
the order of the day!
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By Jeanette Moses

jeanette@slugmag.com
On January 1, 2008 Kilby Court founder Phil
Sherburne sold Salt Lake City’s longest running
all-ages venue to national show promoters
S&S Presents. S&S Presents is composed of
Will Sartain (a former Kilby employee) and
Lance Saunders (a current SLUG writer). As
the booking and ownership responsibilities of
Kilby switched hands, it was inevitable that Leia
Bell, former co-owner and art director of Kilby,
would be leaving with her husband Sherburne.
Bell’s distinct poster style put Salt Lake City and
Kilby on the map, but the Kilby family decided
to relocate back to the Midwest, where Bell is
originally from. Erin and Nick Potter of Potter
Press were chosen by Sartain and Saunders to
take over Kilby’s art direction. “Leia was able to
establish herself internationally with Kilby Court,
and I see the same talent and potential in Potter
Press,” Saunders says, “It would make me very
happy to be able to use Kilby Court to put them
in the artistic limelight.”
Erin and Nick Potter began designing concert
posters after attending an Animal Collective
show in San Francisco in 2005. That night the
young married couple purchased a screenprinted Animal Collective poster, were inspired
by what they saw and decided to start screenprinting their own posters. “We both liked music
and art,” Nick Potter says. Erin was an art major
at Weber State at the time, and so it seemed like
a perfect fit.
In 2006, the Potters approached Chris and
Anna Brozek of Slowtrain Records to sell their

posters. In January 2007, they had their first
art show as Potter Press in the record store,
which led to the Brozeks asking Erin to become
the curator of Slowtrain’s Gallery Stroll. In 2006
Retribution Gospel Choir contacted the
Potters via Myspace to design their national
tour poster. The duo have also requested and
designed posters for Gang Gang Dance, Ted
Leo and the Pharmacists, Xiu Xiu, Subtle
and many other local and national bands. The
Potters also created an art instillation inside of
the 337 Project, designed one of the four covers
for Slowtrain’s Around the Bend compilation and
designed the t-shirts for Slowtrain’s one-year
anniversary party. It’s astounding that the couple
only entered the Salt Lake art scene two years
ago, with such a list of accomplishments.
Every design created by Potter Press is a
collaborative effort between the young married
couple. “Nick’s a creative genius; he comes up
with these crazy characters, but they’re really
rough,” Erin says, “I have to go in and refine
them, add in the color, do all the technical
work. I end up doing all the crappy parts.” Nick
adds, “I basically damage Erin’s work and
she fixes mine up quite a bit. I make her stuff
gritty and she polishes mine.” Every design is
completely hand drawn, hand registered and
done completely without the use of a computer,
giving it a more homemade feel. The result is
demented-looking animals/monsters with clean
lines, a down-to-earth feel and a low price tag.
“I wanted to make it [art] for the kid like me, who
wants to buy art but can’t afford it. We make our
[posters] fast, throw out a ton, sell them for 10
bucks, and we sell out our shows,” Erin says.
Although the Potters have taken over the art
direction of Kilby they aren’t looking to turn their
hobby into a lucrative business. “We only make

posters for music we like, and we just happen
to like a lot of the stuff that they [S&S Presents]
book,” Erin says. Instead, the Potters would
rather keep the gig poster community open and
accessible for others looking to break in: “Shows
that we don’t want to do we’re going to pass off
to other people,” Erin adds.
Erin and Nick are both incredibly committed to
building a more unified poster community in
Salt Lake City. Leia Bell is the most established
poster artist of Salt Lake, and Potter Press
received quite a bit of criticism for their designs
being too similar to Bell’s at their inception.
“When we first got into it we were so nervous.
We didn’t want to offend Leia Bell because we
respect her,” Erin says. The Potters and Bell
have maintained a supportive relationship with
one another and have even traded posters. Nick
and Erin find the comparisons both ridiculous
and flattering. “Leia is one of the most unique
poster artists out there. If we’re being compared
to Leia that’s great because she has quality in
her work, but we’re way too lo-fi to be making
comparisons,” Nick says. “We burn our screens
in a place without running water, we’re so
ghetto-tech,” Erin adds.
Ultimately, the Potters are looking to pave the
way for future poster artists to emerge from the
City of Salt. “If you’re a poster artist you want
there to be lots of poster artists that you can
interact with and share and swap,” Erin says,
“There needs to be a poster scene; you wouldn’t
want to be the only local band, that would suck.”
Nick agrees, “The more people that are involved
the wider it can spread.”
Keep an eye out for Potter Press designs at Kilby
Court. To see past designs visit their myspace
page, www.myspace.com/potterpress or search
for their designs on www.gigposters.com.
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Continuing a Kilby Tradition
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Blue
Boutique

operating in the now-defunct
Sugarhouse.
Over the Thanksgiving holiday the Blue Boutique unexpectedly
received the boot from their long-time Sugarhouse location. The
owners were fighting their eviction notice in court (prior to being
expelled from the building), due to the fact that developer Craig
Mechem had yet to receive a demolition permit. Unfortunately,
the owners lost their appeal and were forced out of the once
diverse Sugarhouse neighborhood earlier than hoped. The same
weekend that the boutique got the boot, the moral majority of
Salt Lake City reared its ugly head and claimed that the Blue
Boutique, which has been a mainstay of Sugarhouse since 1987,
had no place in its new location ––1393 E 2100 S, a mere two
blocks east from their previous location.

By Jeanette Moses

jeanette@slugmag.com

Photo: Adam Dorobiala

In the summer of 2006, it became apparent that it was
only a matter of time until Sugarhouse, one of the most
colorful neighborhoods of Salt Lake City, would cease to
exist. Craig Mechem, owner of the Granite block, intended
to redevelop the area into what many feared would mirror
the Sugarhouse Commons across the street. Wizards and
Dreams was the first Sugarhouse business to relocate.
By March 2007 many of the local businesses on
the street were served with eviction notices.
Orion’s Music sold its inventory, allowing
Positively Fourth Street Music to open
its doors. Pib’s Exchange and I Kim
moved a few blocks south of
their prior homes. Spark Men’s
Clothing relocated to State
Street, and Artopia to the
center of downtown. Lucky
Pirate Denim Bar and
Sugarhouse Coffee
moved a block west
and currently share
the space that
once housed
Millcreek Coffee.
By November
2007 the
once-eclectic
and busy
area was
barren, and
the Blue
Boutique
was the
last
business

Although the protesters managed to cause quite the media
frenzy, co-owner Laura Martinez states that the naysayers had
nothing to do with the late opening, and is confident that her
store is in absolutely no danger of being pushed out of the new
location. “I’m well within the law. [The city] would have to change
the laws to not let me in,” she says. Martinez is pleased with
the new location, although slightly upset with the unexpected
process in which the move had to occur.
“I will definitely miss the small business atmosphere,” Dionn
Nielsen, long time buyer for Blue Boutique says, referring to
their old neighborhood. However, both Nielsen and Martinez
are optimistic that a small business community might spring
up around them again. “That is what happened before, It
[Sugarhouse] was all furniture stores. Then we brought in all the
other small businesses,” Martinez says, “It seems like wherever
I go other people come around and they start springing up
again.”
Being forced to close down, without warning, right before
Christmas, would be hard on any locally-owned business, and
the Blue Boutique was no exception. Although sales increased
slightly at their other two Salt Lake locations (possibly due to all
the free publicity from the protesters) the store still struggled.
“We have suffered significant losses from being closed for the
holidays,” Martinez says, “It’s been really hard. I’m down, but I’m
not out. I’ll make it back.” Luckily the store was able to keep the
majority of their employees, making the rocky transition to the
new location as smooth as possible.
This isn’t the first time the Blue Boutique has been picketed. In
the spring of 2005, the store faced similar complaints when they
relocated their downtown location from Arrow Press Square to
North Temple. Concerned community members claimed that the
store was too close in proximity to a neighborhood elementary
school, but that outcry received little media attention and didn’t
drag on for nearly as long. “They complained for a couple
weeks and then it was over,” Martinez says of the picketing that
occurred at the North Temple store. She is in no doubt that the
controversy over the new Sugarhouse location will fizzle out, and
notes that picketers haven’t been back to the new Sugarhouse
store since its opening.
As Martinez aptly put it, “This is against our constitutional
freedoms. They’re asking to lose freedoms that we’ve already
been given.” Ultimately, the controversy over the Blue Boutique’s
new Sugarhouse location should serve as a warning. Every few
years another unnecessary commotion is created by the minority
of citizens who wish to impose their morality on the rest of us.
Be sure to visit the Blue Boutique at their new Sugarhouse
location on 1393 E 2100 S, and tell ‘em that SLUG sent ya!
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The Blue Boutique Wins the Battle:
Lingerie Store Opens its Doors
Despite Controversy

Protesters argued that the lingerie store should be labeled as
an SOB (sexually oriented business) due to their closetsized adult room. The room in question
occupies 15 percent of the store’s sales
floor, the maximum percentage allowed
before a store can be considered a
sexually oriented business. Although
the Blue Boutique has never received a
violation for their adults-only room, and the
room doesn’t take up enough space to label the store as a
SOB, neighbors argued that the boutique should be banned
from setting up shop in the neighborhood commercial zone.
The store’s new location on 2100 S is adjacent to Sugarhouse
Park and a few blocks west of Highland High School. Thankfully,
the protesters cries were disregarded, and after speedy
construction, the Blue Boutique opened its doors for business at
its new location on Wednesday, December 19th, only four days
after the originally scheduled opening.
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Under The Bridge
Lounge

A Private Club for Members

1440 west 200 south
Local Bands every Friday Night!
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Jan. 4 Bring Your Guns
Jan. 11 Red Top Wolverine Show
Jan. 18 Soul Shakers
Jan. 25 Subrosa & Spork

1/17 starmy

Jan
08
“The Psychic Gifts of Sister Liahona Glow”
Filed by Oom
One of Aunt Kate’s flighty friends claims to be psychically gifted. She recently decided she’d conduct a psychic investigation at Weedpatch and try to clear the house
of its unsettled energies.

1/4 roots rawka, demise one,
spitsofrentic dj handsome hands,
dj envee
1/5

earth jam benefit, feat.
war onterra, dj teeny tiny, darrin thornley and the burgs

1/6

time to talk tween tunes
the best night ever

1/8

bang bang rock and roll
rebecca rules

1/10 oh wild birds
1/11 SLUG Localized:
Dacho, Funk & Gonzo, Sackcloth & Ashes
1/12 Eli’s B-day:blackhole,
the rubes

1/13 t t t t t t drink it
1/16 terence hanson
1/17

starmy, wedk,

3

1/18 rune, o.h.d.
1/19 jinga boa
1/20 time to talk tween tunes
1/21 dusty rhoades and the
river band

1/23 ice age cobra
1/24 the yeti
1/25 sweatshop union, swan
juice, scenic byway
1/26 city weekly slammy fest
1/27 ttttttt rules
1/29 bad apples, rapid, know
it alls,
1/31 the liars, the future of
the ghost, no age

Boo and I were not gonna miss this. We gate-crashed; toting cameras, a dictaphone, and our black and white splattered composition books. The woman,
Liahona – Liahona Glow to be exact – commenced in the living room. There, amid
the teetering towers of STUFF, she first issued instructions to participants: “Keep as
silent as possible, surround yourselves with white light…” blah blah blah – and then
she shook and shuddered her way into a trance. She mumbled and squeaked and
twitched and started to implore the spirits in a full-on sing-song. She was practically
serenading them. Boo and I and most of the cousins present giggled and guffawed
under our breaths.
Suddenly, Lady Liahona launched herself past us and towards the kitchen. She
violently pushed through the barely, still-hanging saloon style swinging doors that
separate the entry hall from the kitchen and which, at some point in the 1970s, must
have been the hip thing to have in houses.
We scurried after her and found her involved in something akin to an interpretive
dance. She was pivoting from an almost fixed point in the middle of the room, wobbling ‘round in a vague circle and touching first the oven, then the sink, and then the

reasons

refrigerator. She’d rotate back and touch the same objects in varying order all the
while gurgling and humming.
Without warning, she was again aloft and flying past us, back into the hall and up
the stairs toward some of the bedrooms. It was a challenge to keep up and at this
point she seemed genuinely in another dimension. How she moved so quickly and
smoothly through that veritable gamut of boobytraps, without so much as tearing
a thread, is itself inexplicable. We, on the other hand, were suffering all sorts of
injuries.
We came upon her in the master bedroom. That woman is acrobatic! You’d never
guess to look at her, but the contortions she was achieving were surely worthy of a
paying audience. Even bad-ass Boo let out a gasp of surprise and awe.
Liahona’s teeth were snapping together and chattering in polyrhythms and her lips
were stretched and doing what horse lips do – only six times faster. Somehow her
tongue would pop in and out of her mouth without being lopped off and dropping to
the floor.
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The woman’s body was bent so far back that if she’d reached her arms over
her head, they’d touch the floor and she’d be in a standing crab position. She
screeched and wailed and sang loud gibberish then kicked both feet into the air at
once, twisted her body like a cat does, and belly flopped onto the mangy carpet.
She lie there silent and motionless. We stood there motionless and silent. Finally,
Aunt Kate cautiously approached her, gently touched her head and said, “Liahona?
Is it you again?” No reply. Another more vigorous pat on the head, “Liahona, are
you back?” Liahona slowly rolled over onto her back, spitting out bits of what had
been in the carpet and that was now in her mouth. She looked towards her audience and in a weak, breathy voice gasped, “There are many spirits trapped in this
house.” Like a baseball bat to a crystal ball came the loud, sarcastic tone of Boo.
“Yeah, trapped under an avalanche of laundry or stuck to some surface with spilled
and drying food like fly paper. It’s a roach motel for spirits and the living alike.” A
slightly hurt glance from Aunt Kate shut her up and doused our giggling.

Bellyography: JAMILEH
By Astara

“Art, the conscious production or arrangement of sounds, color, forms,
movements, or other elements…”
Middle Eastern Dance was born in ancient civilizations and scattered
throughout the world and has endured many alterations and changes
throughout its history. Once again, belly dancing is transforming itself,
internationally. Artistic expression in any medium is personal and intimate,
and, by its very nature, must evolve and move therefore we must preserve the
classics and allow progression.
Jamileh, one of Utah’s award-winning dancers, is an artist. After belly
dancing for 15 years, she is not afraid to push the envelope in Middle Eastern
dance, and create new and exciting choreographies for herself and the award
winning troupe, Midnight Mirage.
A native of Ogden, Jamileh studied ballet, jazz, and tap as a child and was
part of a competition drill team in high school. She grew up with a belly
dancing mother, and she says, “As long as I can remember, I wanted to be a
belly dancer. Even at Halloween, I had belly dancing costumes.”
The Utah teachers Jamileh has studied under include: Mashara Rabia, Aziz,
Kismet, and Jillina, her favorite dancer with whom she privately trained. She
was a member of Baraka and the Kismet performing troupe, where she
met her friend and business partner, Calypso. Their collaboration would birth
Midnight Mirage, and produce a wave of competition awards for their solo,
troupe, and duet performances.
Jamileh explains: “From the beginning, our vision was to be different. We
wanted to experiment with our choreography and take it to a new level. We
set very specific goals for Midnight Mirage and ourselves. Today, we have
met every goal, one of which was to become known outside of Utah. We
now are featured every year in the main IAMED show, and we are asked to
perform all around the country. This year we danced in Seattle, Baltimore,
and California, to name a few.”

“As I have traveled around the nation, I have learned that Utah produces very
high-quality dancers. Utah dancers quite often have a dance background
and gain their experience in festivals and events, instead of bars and
restaurants. I think that it produces a more refined dancer.”
She continues,“ Today, I am just enjoying what I’ve created and the deep
friendships I have with the ladies of Midnight Mirage. I look forward to
watching the next generation of dancers to see what they will produce and
where their creativity will take them. It is very exciting.”
For information on Mirage in Winter’s Cabaret with a Twist, February 8 & 9 and
other events where Jamileh will be performing, check out:
www.midnightmirage.com
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Jamileh is the director/teacher of the Midnight Mirage School of Dance, and
director/choreographer for Troupes Amara, Eclipse, Stars of Jamileh, and
Sahara. In her words, “I love to teach. It brings so much positive energy
to the lives of these women. They get out of the house for 60 minutes and
experience their true femininity. They are inspired soulfully, and find grace
and beauty within themselves.”
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
GET IT SNAIL-MAILED DIRECTLY TO YOUR MAILBOX:

ONLY $15 FOR THE WHOLE DAMN YEAR!

BURT’S Tiki
Lounge

• Cheap Drinks
• Cheap Cover
• Cheap Women
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726 south State Street • A Private Club
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People have all these good stories about shit they did
while they were wasted. There’s not enough good
stories about shit people have done while they
were hung over.

too fucked up to change my puke-covered clothes.
All my friends thought it was pretty funny. And to this
day, boxed wine just creeps me out.
Hangover Number 3: This one represents one of
the only times I’ve ever truly blacked out. For some
reason my metabolism won’t let me have a true, “I
have no idea what I’m doing right now” blackout.
Sometimes shit gets a little hazy or I have the whole,
“I don’t remember spitting in your face” thing but I
usually pass out before I get to that point. I’ve got
a handful of friends that have been so drunk before
that they only know what happened that night by

Hangover Number 5: This was in the summer
between eighth and ninth grade. It was my
fourth or fifth time drinking and I was at this kid
Adam Butler’s birthday party. Adam was kind of
a douche but his parents would let us drink; his
mom even did acid with a bunch of my friends
one time. Anyway, I made out with some girl who
I guess kind of looked like me. But what did I
care? I was hamburgered that night and would
have made out with almost anything.

As soon as they dropped me off, the puking
began … so did my hatred of pills and any other
drug that has to go through a lab before it goes
in your body. They were weird violent pukes,
too. But it taught me a lesson. Booze and pills
– no bueno.
Number 1 Hangover of All Time: I’ll spare you
the details of the night before. This one took
place in one of my genuine favorite parts of our
great beehive state, Ogden.

Hangover Number 4: Certain hangovers have
rendered my enjoyment of certain spirits useless.
Such is the case with wine. I can sip it, but it
all tastes the same to me. As far as my palate
and liver are concerned, there are only two types
of wine, red and white. Red leaves the most
devastating impact.

This hangover was so brutal I didn’t drink for about
five years. Seriously. I didn’t want my dad to know
that I was drinking so I had to go to school but I was

Hangover number 2: This one’s not from alcohol,
but from pills. I don’t really like pills of any sort.
Sure, snorting Ritalin was fun in Junior High, but
I’m a grown man now. I can’t pop any sort of
‘script unless I’m in a brutal world of physical
pain.

I was instructed to only take one, but I felt like
the first pill wasn’t working so I took the second
one. For a couple hours I was rendered useless
in the most beautiful forms of fucked-up-ness
I’ve ever encountered. My body was completely
shut off but I could hear and process everything
the girls in the front seat were saying.

This hangover makes the top five mostly because
it was the first time my body felt like shit and I
had that, “Oh fuck, what did I do last night?” to
accompany the discomfort. Since then, I’ve had
many, many, “Oh fuck, what did I do last night?”
nights and they don’t get any easier, kids.

I ended up at the apartment of this kid we called
Chunk’s apartment and proceeded to vomit profusely
off of his third floor balcony and into an empty
flowerpot. I apologized by trying to carry the pukefilled flowerpot to the bathroom but I was spilling
everywhere. Chunk freaked out because his mom
was coming home any minute and made me walk
home about five miles.

I woke up fully clothed and with blood stains on certain
parts of my body. Both my knees were swollen and
my shoulder hurt like a motherfucker. I just laid down
on my couch the next day, hid my weed and planned
out what I would say to the cops when they came.
They never came.

This hangover’s origins started in Denver, where
I was road tripping with a couple girls I knew.
We went to a punk show in Fort Collins and
needless to say, got really drunk. The next day
on our way out of town some generous punk
rocker gave me a couple Percocets for the road.
I thought the downers would be a good way to
even out the hangover and the boring nine-hour
drive home. I also figured that if I took some
pills it would get me out of any sort of driving
duties.

The next day marked my first real hangover. But I
didn’t care because I was so pumped on making
out with this chick. See, this was the first girl I
ever kissed. It wasn’t all special like some girl I
had a boyhood crush on and we rendezvoused
in a beautiful meadow, holding hands and shit
like that. This was when skateboarding wasn’t
cool and girls in Junior high and high school
didn’t really like me. I can’t even remember the
broad’s name. I do remember getting teased by
all my friends for making out with my twin while
having a vicious headache.

Ask anyone who drinks a lot and they will tell
you there aren’t too many things in this world
as vicious as a wine hangover. I learned this
the hard way my junior year of High school on
Halloween night. It was a school night but for
me Halloween has been one of those holidays
where I have a relentless determination to get
fucked up. I was hanging out at this kid’s house
and just pounded six big glasses of his mom’s
booze in a box. Boxed wine goes down faster than
a Thai hooker.

bar until they close and ask us to leave, and then
the night has us lighting off M-80s and bottlerockets
at three in the morning. I don’t remember anything
after that.

what’s written on the police report.

Freshly 21, and on a skateboard mission to
Washington with my best friend Tim, we stopped
in O-town to gas up. I smelled of a gin/vomit
combo and didn’t shower or nothing. I walked
into a gas station and grabbed a gallon of water,
a box of soda crackers, a Jack Daniels bandana
(classic hangover purchases), and went to the
counter. The clerk was a methed-out, younger
blonde chick with a couple front teeth missing.
She asked me if I needed anything else and I
said, “A pack of Camel Lights please.” Then
she said something that I couldn’t understand
due to my fuzzy condition. So I said, “No,”
bought my cigs and water, and walked out of there.

For word count purposes, and lack of details, this
story is a little incomplete. It has to do with my buddy
Penrod who comes into town from Denver about five
or six times a year. Penrod is really good at drinking,
and it’s not like peer pressure or anything, but when
you get wasted with him it’s like your just trying to
keep up.

As me and Tim were walking to the car, Tim looked
at me and said, “That was weird.” And I go, “What
was weird?” Tim asks me if I even heard what the
clerk asked me as I was buying cigarettes. I said not
really and then Tim goes, “She asked you if you were
old enough to smoke, you said no, and then she sold
you cigarettes anyway.”

Basically, the night went like this: We start with sake
at Ginza, then move on to a constant waterfall of beer
and whiskey at the Rancid show last year, me getting
us kicked out of the rancid show for supposedly
throwing beer on the band, moving on to the titty

I’m not too sure why I think this but I feel like that’s
the coolest thing that’s ever happened to me while
I’ve been hung over. And it’s also why I love Ogden
so much.
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I once read somewhere that to be a great writer it
helps to have a drinking problem. I definitely do my
best writing when I’m hung over, so I feel this advice
holds somewhat true. And since I’m hung over right
now, and SLUG’s all about top fives this month, I
figure it’s only natural to write my January article
about my top five hangovers of all time. I’m also
assuming that the amateur drinking night known as
New Years Eve has rendered more than a couple
SLUG readers hungover for a day or two.

A.VanVranken
Thin

Self-released
Street: 12.01
A.VanVranken = The Field + Four
Tet + early Autechre

This 4-song EP from local electronic musician
A.VanVranken tries to find a
common ground between
synth-happy minimal ambient house of the Kompakt
Records roster, the more
plaintive, organic grooves of
Four Tet, and early-90s Warp
Records. To that end he
has done a good, though not
quite exemplary job. He’s at
his best when exploring more
pure techno moods, such as
the title track which features
ethereal vocals, woozy synth
drones and what sounds like
the processed sound of an airplane anchored by a persistent
house pulse. The intricacies
and attention to detail here is
impressive, but VanVranken
has yet to truly find his niche.
–Jona Gerlach

Bad Apples

Far From the Tree
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Penalty Box Recordings
Street: 2007
Bad Apples = Wu Tang Clan +
‘Weird Al’ Yankovic

Bad Apples have it all: Fordtough battle raps (“Tie Yo
Shuz”), political pandering
(“King of The Dicks”), chickenhawking aggrandizement
(“Menudo”) and hip-hop history lessons (“Lunchbaughx”).
They even achieve clown-rap
piquancy with a mash-up of
50 Cent’s “Many Men.” Bad

Apple’s version of Curtis
Jackson’s street narrative
is the incredibly creative
“Minimen”–a song who’s
midget parody concept is
more likely to be laughed at
than with. Bravo gentlemen,
bravo. –Makena Walsh

Chanticleer The Clever
Cowboy
Mammuthus Primigenius

Self-released
Street: 12.07
Chanticleer The Clever
Cowboy=Ben Gibbard+Bright

Mammuthus Primigenius, the
work of Chanticleer The Clever
Cowboy a.k.a. Andrew Shaw,
is quite remarkable. The
mellow vibe of the five tracks
on this winter EP are enough
to lull the mind into a different world or at least Omaha,
Shaw’s home state. Shaw’s
vocals are easy on the ears
and though the overall style of
this record echoes such greats
as Ben Gibbard, Bright Eyes
and the like, it doesn’t seem
unoriginal in the least. The
rendition of “O Holy Night” is
great and the post-Christmas
ballad, “Christmas Is Over,”
pulls at the heartstrings. Hopefully we see a lot more of this
clever cowboy in the future.
–Jeremy C. Wilkins

last track turned into what my
friend recognized as a twenty
minute long Korean drum solo.
We later realized that it didn’t
belong to the Deadbeats but
was a Tonka drumming disc
recently acquired by my confused acquaintance. The anecdote serves to illustrate one of
the Deadbeat’s biggest pitfalls
– cryptic and over-complicated
song concepts combined with
stylistically homogenous beats
that too often produce in the
listener the same effect as
the alienating Korean drums.
Despite this fault, the group is
still the best hip-hop group in
Utah, and Seizure Songs is undoubtedly the best addition to
its ever-improving catalogue.
(Kilby Court: 01.11) –Makena
Walsh

The Future Of The Ghost

Lord Mandrake

Self-Released
Street: 10.06
FOTG = Ferocious Eagle + Moros
Eros + indie, indie, indie + rock

Lord Mandrake
Street: 12.11
Lord Mandrake = Radiohead +
Peter, Bjorn and John

Freak Out!!

Dreamer

For his age (23), Will Sartain
has musically accomplished
more than most local musicians do by the time they

Picture it: you and your lessthan-radical friend go into a
coffeeshop; he orders a hot
chocolate. You roll your eyes
and smugly chuckle under
your breath. In an attempt to
embarrass them for their weak
tastes, you place your order
of a vente, iced, soy latte, half
ice, an extra shot, and three
ounces of hazelnut syrup, hold
the whip, please. But before
you can condescend, the next
guy in line orders five shots of
espresso. Those five shots are
Lord Mandrake: pure, straight
indie music right into your
bloodstream. There are no

Deadbeats

Seizure Songs

Raincloud Records
Street: 01.11
Deadbeats = Necro + Saturday
Morning Soundtrack

A funny story about this album:
as a friend and I sat in his hottub to listen to the record, its

consider themselves middleaged. Two of his past bands
Redd Tape and Tremula
both received a lot of attention. So where do you go from
there? Sartain’s answer is The
Future Of The Ghost, an indie/
rock/experimental outfit that
has no lack of personality and
has more of an honest feel
than most acts of this genre.
The music is easily likeable,
but not cliché and burns itself
into your brain without much
effort. I don’t know that they’re
breaking new ground with anything on this record, but the
combination they have works
just right. Go out and support
this new project before they hit
the road in the spring. –Jeremy
C. Wilkins

Operation Wrong
Population Explosion

Self-released
Street: 2007
Operation Wrong = No Use For
A Name + NOFX + Strung Out +
Lagwagon + Good Riddance

Operation Wrong is releasing their album Population
Explosion at the wrong time,
about 10-15 years too late.
It’s not that the four songs on
this release are horrible; it’s
more that they’re wearing their
influences so heavily on their
shoulders that their sleeve is
about to tear off and this becomes the largest hindrance to
the record. The overall sound
is so thick with other 1990s
Fat Wreck Chords/Epitaphbrand punk that there isn’t
any originality to be heard.
Too bad Doc Brown is just a
fictional character, because
if Operation Wrong could use
that awesome time machine
of his and get this record to
the right people in the 90s, it
would have benefited them.
–Jeremy C. Wilkins

Schwa Grotto

Children of Kolob

Independent
Street: 01.09
Schwa Grotto = Limp Bizkit + 311 +
Zebrahead + Disturbed + Taproot

Schwa Grotto’s style is all over
the place. I was kind of confused at first but after listening
through the cd a couple of
times I realized how bad ass
these guys are! They break it
out in all kinds of ways. Their
bass player Andy Warwood
is a crazy maniac! He plays
funktatsctic hard rocking bass
lines all over the place, John
Norwood Fisher from Fishbone would be proud. The
other three band members all
hold their own as well. They
mix up their style to the point
where it’s impossible to get
bored with their music. Schwa
Grotto is like moody funky
psychedelic rocked out fruit
salad or like a bag of Skittles
they got all the flavors and colors of the rainbow! If haven’t
heard these guys do yourself
a favor, improve your life and
check Schwa Grotto out. –Jon
Robertson

Shades of Grey

Come to the Window

Independent
Street: 01.09
Shades of Grey = Van Morrison
and all kinds of organ action

It’s time to blues it up with
Shades of Grey. When I was
listening to this cd I totally wanted to be getting all
wasted and bugging out with a
bunch of old smoking pimps! I
have a feeling that each member of the band secretly has a
Stevie Ray Vaughn shrine at
their house that kiss and pray
to every night before they go
to bed. It’s boozing music for
sure. There’s nothing wrong
with blues-jammed organ
solos either. Especially to set
it live or sit with your friends
tell them all the troubles of
life. Just picture the bar scene
in Weird Science when an
intoxicated Gary played by
Anthony Michael Hall tells
Fats his lady troubles. “Broke
my heart in two!” “Broke more
than ya heart!” –Jon Robertson

SubRosa
Strega

CX Rex
Street: 11.02
SubRosa = Swans + Jarboe +
Kyuss

Playing Strega is like suc-

cumbing immediately to the
effects of acid. Not that I’ve
experienced acid, but I’m
guessing it causes the same
quickening of blood and pulsing in your ears. Or maybe
that’s Viagra? Which gives
the same effect as seductive
females. Guitarist Rebecca
Vernon, and violinist Sarah
Pendelton hypnotize you
with their chants of old world
myths, magic and demons. I’m
stirred by the equally snuffed
tone of vocals to instruments.
Recorded low-fi, this effect
keeps Strega dabbling in metal
without pretensions of Gothics,
not a subdued record. Songs
are intricate and drummer
Bonie Shupe hits the cymbals too often for snoozing.
Like the more feral string band
Rasputina, SubRosa’s violinist designed the tarnished clip
artwork of her band’s album.
A group effort, bass player
Erik LeCroix, also produced
this remarkable local cd. Final
song, “Cradles” is instrumental
and fucking amazing! Available at independent music
shops. -Jennifer Nielsen

The Tenants of Balthazar’s Castle
Nephelocentric Moods

American West Freedom Society
Press
Street: 10.20
Tenants = COIL + Earwigs + Klaus
Schulze

I have been a big fan of Tenants aka Michael Biggs ever
since Art Glassett turned me
on to his work back in 2006.
Biggs’ sound has shifted since

2006’s Terror in Twelve Parts
in which the noises made
were more aggressive, brutal
and intense. On this release,
Biggs has scaled down the
assault and has made a
more controlled, metered and
psychotic state ala “the Shining.” One track and almost
35 minutes, this album is one
sustained frequency layered
on another and builds from
there; the space for waiting
that Biggs creates is tense. If
you like Coil’s Time Machineera stuff and are a huge fan of
the their Music to Play in the
Dark series, Biggs has hit the
nail on the head big time with
this release. Every Tenants
release I have heard thus far is
not only absolutely fresh and
engaging but ups the ante
for noise music in this town.
Another ear-blowing piece by
Biggs. -Erik Lopez

Various Artists

X96 Live & Local Vol. 4
Street: 11.21

Self-released
Local compilation = emo +
mom’s basement x emo –
independent thought
If your sole source of “alternative” music is X96, you and
your 13-year-old sister will enjoy this compilation of 20 local
bands doing slavish impersonations of the dozen major
label bands the station already
plays to death. If, however,
you have an ounce of taste
and no patience for off-key Hot
Topic twinks who spend more
time on their hair than their
songs, Live & Emo isn’t worth
the price (which is free). That
sing-songy chorus thing with
the screaming douchebag in
the background? It was only
mildly entertaining in 2002,
and it’s doubtful any of these
bands would be caught dead
wearing five-year-old fashions.
True, there’s an audience for
shit like Victim Effect (a passable My Chemical Romance
tribute band) and Amber Alert
(a passable Victim Effect
tribute band), and at least they
have somewhere to turn when
Hannah Montana tickets are
sold out. –Patricia Bateman
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frills, just raw, dark loveliness.
It’s ideal for an independent
dark comedy soundtrack—
emotional and intense, yet
whimsical and absurd. So, for
those who have a selective
musical taste for saltless indie,
try a little Dreamer with dinner.
(Kilby Court: 01.24). –Jessie
Price
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4 Bonjour’s Parties

Pigments Drift Down to the
Brook

Mush Records
Street: 12.04
4 Bonjour’s Party = Modest Mouse
+ I’m Not a Gun

An eclectic and mind-boggling
array of instruments float behind
what can only be described as
one hell of a pleasant trip in this
expansive Japanese import. With
Pigments Drift Down the Brook,
4 Bonjour’s Party has delivers an incredible debut: unique
vocals (sung both in English and
Japanese) complement everything
from stellar electronics to even the
most obscure of wind instruments.
The final product provides an
amazingly varied aural experience
that still manages to maintain a
cohesive full-album feel. Not once
did anything sound abrasive or out
of place, which only contributed to
an already incredible and pleasing
listen. There is nothing quite like
this on the market today, and
with a debut album of this caliber,
these folks are not likely to disappear from the radar anytime soon.
–Ross Solomon

Airbourne

Runnin’ Wild
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Roadrunner Records
Street: 01.29
Airbourne = AC/DC + Motley Crue

These Aussies grew up listening to hard rock from their
home country and it shows.
The AC/DC influence with
Runnin’ Wild is huge; the guitars, beat and lyrical content
all sound like they could’ve
come straight from a classic AC/DC album. The only
real difference is the vocals,
which still even maintain a bit

of that classic AC/DC snarl.
This type of music coming
from Roadrunner is a surprise
and frankly, refreshing. It is
slightly disappointing to hear
the band is relocating to the
U.S. Hopefully they won’t lose
the influences that made their
sound. Airbourne isn’t coming
out and winning any originality contests, but they have
put together a fun hard rock
record, catchy in its lyrics and
guitar riffs. Can’t get enough of
that old hard-rock fun that’s all
about women, breaking rules,
booze, and just plain rocking?
Then take a trip back with a
modern take and start Runnin’
Wild. –Bryer Wharton

Alasdair Roberts

The Amber Gatherers

Drag City
Street: 01.23
Alasdair Roberts = High Llamas +
my camp counselors

There is something wonderful
about sitting around a campfire
with your friends singing songs
like “kumbaya, my Lord, kumbaya.” It’s probably because
we don’t do that kind of stuff
anymore. Thank God we have
musicians like Alasdair Roberts
to bring the campfire sing-alongs
from out of the woods and thru our
speakers. You can hear his Scottish heritage in his vocals, which
are mellow and yet quite cheerful.
It’s a good way to take a trip to
great ol’ Scotland without actually
leaving your home. The best song
on the CD is “Firewater,” mostly
because it sounds like it’s using
some of the best homemade
instruments: the spoons! Like our
teachers always told us in grade
school: K.I.S.S (keep it simple stupid). Which is exactly what Roberts
does throughout the whole CD
with simple guitar chords and lyrics. His keeping-it-simple strategy
helps him stand out above the
wallflowers of noisy modern metal,
and alternative rock. –Lyuba Basin

Anna Kramer & The
Lost Cause

The Rustic Contemporary
Sounds of …
International Hits
Street: 01.22

Anna Kramer & The Lost Cause =
The Donnas + The Kinks + Dolly
Parton

Being the holidays, it’s only natural
to want to get your yuletide on.
You may even slide the dial to
KOSY to catch your favorite “I’m
down with Jesus, too” song. Lucky
day, your particular jam happens
to come on, you’re feelin’ it, then
instead of Sinatra, you hear Alvin,
Simon and Theodore, and every
fifth word is replaced with “acorn.”
That is Anna Kramer and the Lost
Cause in a chestnutshell roasting
on an open fire. For most of the
tracks, her forced vocals and junior high school-caliber lyrics overshadow the fantastic grab-bag of
toe-tappin’ country and old-school
rock, leaving you wishing it were
simply instrumental. However, a
song like “The Wake” reveals a
beautiful voice perfectly suited for
the stellar tunes. Perhaps she’s
just in pull-ups right now, but until
she graduates to big-girl panties,
you might as well buy a Kidz Bop.
–Jessie Price

Annihilator
Metal

SPV
Street: 01.15
Annihilator = uhm, metal!

This aptly titled Metal album from

Annihilator sees the band in sort of
a rebirth, mixing the band’s classic
thrash styles with its newer edge.
The combo is by far the best Annihilator has sounded in a long time.
Guitarist/songwriter/producer Jeff
Waters enlisted help for this record with mighty metal brethren—
guitarists from the likes of Danko
Jones, Nevermore, Children of
Bodom, The Haunted, Arch Enemy, In Flames, Lamb of God
and Anvil, among others. The surprising thing with the album is that
with so many guest appearances,
you’d think the guitar sound and
production would be scattered,
but the record maintains the
same guitar tone throughout and
also produces some of the best
damned guitar solos I’ve heard
in a long time. A line in one song,
“Army of One,” states, “Just one
big family… hell bent, ignoring
the trends… we stand united for
something we believe in:” That
sums up what Annihilator as well
as thrash, new and old, is about. –
Bryer Wharton

Baby Dee

Safe Inside the Day

Drag City
Street: 01.22
Baby Dee = The Cowardly Lion +
transgender opera singer

Is it a man or a woman? I still can’t
tell. So after deciding Baby Dee
had no sex, I was able to more
or less appreciate the music that
she was producing. Other than
sounding like the Cowardly Lion
in a Broadway interpretation of
Wizard of Oz, there is something
quite interesting about Baby Dee,
but I don’t think I’d ever investigate
what exactly that is. The one thing
I did enjoy about this CD is the
instrumental tracks at the end,
particularly Bad Kidneys, which
featured some very talented accordion-playing skills. Once I listened
to the album, I was left with a rather
uncomfortable feeling, like I just sat
through 11 short musicals, or should I
say, tracks, about Baby Dee’s bizarre
childhood. She may want to start writing those instead of coming out with
albums. –Lyuba Basin

Barton Carroll
The Lost One

Skybucket
Street: 01.22
Barton Carroll = Jay Farrar + Willie

“And God created the wet dream
and saw that it was very good;”
but God needed a worthy soul
to wield this powerful tool, so he
sought for the disciple with the
most stamina and found Barton
Carroll soliciting hookers on the
corner of 777th and Eden. Being
impressed, God dubbed Carroll
“The Patron Saint of Pillow Humping” and sent him to Earth. For
those of us who subscribe to altcountry, Carroll’s “The Lost One”
is 12 consecutive orgasms. It’s
immediately loveable with familiar/
comfortable musical arrangements
and Carroll’s sincere delivery.
However, it’s the grittily honest
storytelling and Carroll’s fluctuation between a slight gruff tone
and a falsetto that get the thighs
quivering. Eighty percent of the
tracks hang out at mid-tempo, but
are balanced out by darker lyrics.
In total, Barton Carroll’s “The Lost
One” walks that fine line of satisfaction between lover and booty
call. –Jessie Price

Biirdie

Catherine Avenue

Love Minus Zero Records/Drive
Through Records
Street: 01.22
Biirdie = Rilo Kiley + Grandaddy +
Fleetwood Mac + The Anniversary
(2nd album)

Sometimes being taken out of your
natural element can create beautiful music. The way we view things
strange and new to us is often
much different when compared to
those who see these same things
everyday. On their second album,
Catherine Avenue, Biirdie addresses the aesthetics of how where we
are and where we’ve been affect
us, with the self-explanatory “LA
Is Mars” being a perfect example.
Also, the title track, “Catherine
Avenue,” is about band member
Kala Savage’s memories of her
hometown of Chicago and evokes
a nostalgic, almost dreamscape
feel. Admittedly, once “Catherine
Avenue” trickled into my ears, I
was put into a hypnotic trance
that lasted through the rest of the
album. “Estelle” and “Petals” are
also standout tracks, though the
entire album shines brighter than
the sun. The collage of alt-country
balladry, pop sensibilities and rock
blended by Biirdie cannot be expressed; it must be experienced.
–Jeremy C. Wilkins

Black Mountain
In The Future

Jagjaguwar
Street: 01.22
Black Mountain = Coheed &
Cambria + Arctic Monkeys + Built
to Spill

The first song on this album,

“Stormy High,” is a classic-rock
barrage of crunchy guitar and
pumping drums with vocals similar
to Ozzie Osbourne’s. For all the
bluster and energy, the track ultimately lacks anything of interest.
This is a song one could expect
to play on an upcoming version
of Guitar Hero. Yet, instead of the
video game ruining a perfectly
good song, Black Mountain has
ruined it in advance. Following
the bland opening track, Black
Mountain oscillates between the
prog-rock ballads of Built to Spill
(“Angels”), the darker side of Blur
(“Wucan”), and the rock of Black
Sabbath (“Tyrants”). The band
even tries their hand at a heartfelt
Rolling Stones-style ballad with
“Stay Free.” In the end, Black
Mountain is an indie-rock band
pretending to be proficient at various musical styles, but failing to
seem sincere or gifted in any way.
Translation: Hipsters will love it.
–Joey Richards

Connie Price and The
Keystones
Tell Me Something

Ubiquity Records
Street: 01.22
Connie Price and The Keystones =
The Dezi Arnaz Orchestra + Sly &
the Family Stone + Peanut Butter
Wolf

Whoever is in charge over there
at Ubiquity Records deserves a
big hip-hop high-five. Big Daddy
Kane and Percee P on one record (someone tell Rick Rubin he
can cut off that curtain of smell he
calls a beard) the ultimate formula
for a hit record has been found.
Seriously, though, this album has
great beats and great rhymes—
so why does it just casually slide
through like a pork salad from
Cafe Rio? –Makena Walsh

Bloody Valentine’s Loveless, an
album I hold in high regards as the
recording with the fuzziest guitars
ever. Dirty on Purpose have an
unmistakable original tone. Their
shoegaze pop songwriting makes
easy reference to Yo La Tengo,
but to me, early Sonic Youth
comes to mind. The remainder of
the EP includes a new instrumental
track, a true-to-the-original cover
of “Send Me an Angel” (remember
the 80s BMX movie, RAD?), and
two tracks recorded but left off of
last year’s stellar release, “Hallelujah Siren.” The cover is catchy,
the instrumental track is kind of
sleepy, and the two “B-sides” kind
of seem like leftovers. These are
all fine qualities for an EP release
and if the new song is an example
of what is to come from Dirty on
Purpose, I will be sure to continue
to pay attention. –Davy Bartlett

In an effort to synthesize his music
in both concept and execution,
Matthews resolves for transcendence in imaginative dreamland,
into “something other-ly.” The
Imagination Stage is definitely
dreamy. Strings, conservative
synth, playful piano, drum loops,
and Matthew’s lilting, breathy
voice are all composites that elicit
filmy-eyed daydreaming. I’m not
sure where the “other-ly” comes
in, or what’s beyond the smoky
glass, but poppy warm numbness
is all the rage on this stage. Set in
and set out. –Spanther

Gamma Ray

Land of the Free II

Electric Wizard
Witchcult Today

Candlelight/Rise Above Records
Street: 11.18
Electric Wizard = Fucking Electric
Wizard!

Electric Wizard is pretty much
regarded as a “holy” band in the
realms of stoner rock and doom
metal, and for good reason: Dopethrone single-handedly helped
define the sludge-metal genre
upon its release. The problem is
that Jus Osborn lost his rhythm
section (and most of the bad-assness) of his band before 2004’s
We Live. Granted, Liz Buckingham’s presence alone on “Witchcult Today” demands respect, but
it’s just not enough to make this
amazing. Now, don’t misunderstand me—this is still one of the
best releases of this year, and is in
no way short on the heavy, but it’s
just not the Electric Wizard we’ve
all come to know and love. Not
that it matters … it just gives us
all the more reason to load a bowl
and ingest the low-end. Pick it up
for “The Satanic Rites of Drugula,”
and let the Sabbath-worship commence! –loveyoudead

Eric Matthews

Dirty On Purpose
Like Bees

North Street Records
Street: 01.15
Dirty On Purpose = Yo La Tengo +
Big Muff + Williamsburg irreverence

The first track on Like Bees, “Audience in the Room,” caught my
attention immediately. As soon as
the guitars start, I thought of My

Empyrean Records
Street: 01.22
Eric Matthews = Brian Wilson +
Barry White

SPV
Street: 01.15
Gamma Ray = Helloween + Iron
Maiden + Manowar

Sequel albums can be a gamble;
Queensryche’s Operation
Mindcrime 2 was a horrible attempt at recapturing the band’s
former glory. But in the case of
long-standing German prog/power
metal outfit Gamma Ray, they are
in luck because this is the first
time I’ve heard a full album from
the band, so I can’t compare it to
anything they’ve done. Land of the
Free II captures every aspect that
is great in power metal, awesome
multiple-layered guitars full of
power, crunch and ear-bleeding
solos. They have vocals that
resemble great 80s metal icons’
but also contain their own sense of
being and originality, and they are
lyrically fun, positive and catchy as
catchy gets. If you crave metal that
is diverse, original and hellbent
on giving you a great guitar show,
then find pleasure in Land of the
Free II. Great records stand alone
and don’t require comparison,
which is exactly what Gamma Ray
has done. –Bryer Wharton

Horna

Sotahuuto
The Imagination Stage

Moribund Cult
Street: 11.06
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Nelson + Old 97s-esque lyrics

Horna = the AC/DC of black metal

Oh fuck, it’s the Finnish kings,
Horna! Nothing stops these guys
from releasing an impressive
amount of material, and doing
so since before I had chest hair.
Rumor has it that Sotahuuto is
a tribute to the mighty Bathory;
any respect given to Bathory is
nothing but a bonus. While some
bands that were around during
the incarnation of the 2nd wave of
black metal might change artistic
direction, get into legal trouble
or part ways for various reasons,
Horna keeps waving the flag of the
Left-Hand Path respectably. This
album is probably more of what
you’d expect, but packed with a
bit more straightforward songwriting compared to the previous,
more experimental release, Ääniä
Yössä. In the scope of black metal,
they might not be pushing any
boundaries, but they certainly
aren’t backing away from what
they started. –Conor Dow

The Houstons
Still

MoRisen Records
Street: 01.01
The Houstons = melodic Drive By
Truckers + Yo La Tengo

I wonder if North Carolina is far
enough south to inbreed the
culture of country music in every
person, creating a need to sing
about loss and redemption. Originally, Justin & Matt Faircloth
were just a two-piece known as
The Houston Brothers. Taking a
break beginning in 2004, it seems
they may have experienced the
event of their own songs (like
cheating death) before reforming with additional members into
the part-country, part-indie-pop,
multi-instrumental production of
The Houstons. This isn’t redneck
country music. This is lush and
orchestral, well-timed and highly
produced alt-country. Not as
traditional as Band of Annuals,
but just as beautiful with piano,
violin, guitar-pickin’ and deep
vocals sounding at times like Jeff
Tweedy. If you want music to follow up Kevin Drew’s solo album,
I highly recommend Still. –Jennifer
Nielsen

King of Prussia
Save the Scene
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Kindercore Records
Street: 01.29
King of Prussia = Belle and Sebastian + Matt Costa + incense

Take Tommy Chong petting a
baby deer, a polo/khaki combo,
the stinging musk seeping from
the pores of every Abercrombie
and Fitch store and a gentle
summer breeze, and put it all
together at a pro-choice rally

and you’ve got King of Prussia.
I promise you’ll picture the exact same thing—pinky-swear. If
clarification is required, the answer
to this band is in the title of track 2,
Shades of Hippiedom. “Save the
Scene” is 100 percent relevant to
what’s going on in popular music
today. Its “peaceful, easy-feeling”
tunes coexist with a more serious
and sometimes political lyric, making it perfect for collar-popping
kids who are too cool for the Top
40 and less than prepared for
the underground. It’s a harmless
collection of catchy numbers, and
goddamnit, if the cool kids like it,
then you know it’s good. (Insert
thumbs up). –Jessie Price

Mike Ladd
Nostalgiator

Definitive Jux
Street: 01.15
Mike Ladd = Langston Hughes +
Bad Brains + RJD2

The 10th creative invention of
“artist’s artist,” poet laureate and
genre-spanning innovator Mike
Ladd is a delight from start to finish. Lacking a specific genre to tie
together the eclectic album’s 11
tracks, suffice it to say that each
song’s quality is a unifying enough
force. From the electro-funk fun of
“Housewives At Play” to the bluesy
and spiritual “Sail Away Ladies,”
Ladd takes one back to a time
when music was still interesting—
an intentional bid for comfort
classicism, judging by the album’s
title. Like visiting one’s cinematic
adolescence re-discovering
“The Secret of Nimh,” the record
unlocks weird and forgotten
memories. –Makena Walsh

Murder Mystery

Are You Ready for the Heart-

song has a rocking and simple
backbeat that could have easily
been on the soundtrack for That
Thing You Do! The interplay of the
rhythm and lead guitars provides
a solid drive and a hip-swinging
jangling melody. The vocals are
reminiscent of Stephin Merritt of
Magnetic Fields, with a similar
timbre and out-of-the-blue lyrical
quirkiness. My favorite example
is the lamentation that, “I couldn’t
stand to see your face in the arms
of another man,” on “Tell Me I’m
Your Man.” Lyrical and musical
cuteness pervade these songs.
In fact, this album is so cute and
catchy I curse myself for liking it.
Screw it. Where is my poodle skirt?
–Joey Richards

Necronoclast
The Plague

Moribund Cult
Street: 11.20
Necronoclast = Blut Aus Nord +
Krohm

This is an interesting release from
a one-man black metal project
out of Scotland. Seven songs
in length, The Plague creates a
bleak and dismal atmosphere with
the use of tinny guitars, retching
vocals and a great deal of crashing cymbals. The music effectively
makes use of both black metal
and funeral doom to bring forth a
contemptible mood comparable
to that of Xasthur or Taarma,
without the watered-down production. While I don’t think this is a
bad piece of work, I definitely think
Necronoclast has the potential
for improvement as time goes on.
There’s something underlying here
that works really well, and if there’s
anything to get excited about here,
it’s the fact that this is the first of
hopefully several releases with
Moribund. With a late November
release, the gloom and doom is
delivered here just in time. –Conor
Dow

NOFX

They’ve Actually Gotten

ache Cause Here it Comes

Self-Released
Street: 01.29
Murder Mystery = Lou Reed +
Fountains of Wayne + The Oneders

To borrow the phrases of Jesus,
“Let those who have ears to hear,
listen, and let those who have
feet to tap, tap them, dammit!”
If you have feet, you will find
yourself tapping them to this debut
album by Murder Mystery. Each

don’t care that they’re past their
prime

Live albums can never truly
recapture the experience of being
at an actual show, but with NOFX,
that might not be such a bad
thing. Following up the aptly titled
I Heard They Suck Live, They’ve
Actually Gotten Worse finds the
band heckling the audience, talking amongst themselves, getting
drunk and playing the occasional
song or two. Actually being at a
show where the band fucks up
song after song and makes fun of
the audience for having paid to get
in would be irritating in real life, but
They’ve Actually Gotten Worse is
pretty damn entertaining. Chockful
of old songs (“Green Corn”), new
songs (“Indifferent Drum”), rare
songs (“What’s the Matter With
Parents Today?”) and short songs
(eight of ‘em in six minutes), the
only thing that would make this
album complete would be NOFX’s
18-minute magnum opus, “The
Decline.” Still, pretty damn good
for a band who sucks live. –Ricky
Vigil

Papertrigger
Riot Lovers

Self-Released
Street: 12.18
Papertrigger = Franz Ferdinand +
Queens of the Stone Age

Papertrigger sounds more important than they actually are. They
have learned well from melodramatic indie rockers of the past
decade. The minor chord attempts
at melancholy barroom jazz on
“The Inner Party” are mildly enjoyable once the saxophone enters,
but the vocals and remainder of
the song are pointless and selfindulgent. The final track, “Sidereal,” with its piano-accompanied
falsetto vocal work, seems like a
last-ditch
effort to be Ben Folds. That said,
I do enjoy the last nine minutes
of the song once the piano and
vocals cease and the ambient
noise begins. The end of this song
sounds like the halcyon, drawn-out
conclusions of recent Flaming
Lips offerings. I suggest that if
you still have the pile of Arctic
Monkeys, Panic! at the Disco,
and Franz Ferdinand albums you
have not thrown away yet, wait
and put this one on top. –Joey
Richards

Photon Band

Back Down to Earth
Worse Live

Fat Wreck Chords
Street: 11.20
NOFX = An iconic 90s band who

Empyrean Records
Street: 01.22
Photon Band = Jimi Hendrix + the
Beatles + The Monkees, on shuffle

We have all heard bands doing
their version of 60s and 70s rock;

Rahim

The Same

Dimension Arts
Street: 11.13
Rahim = The Appleseed Cast +
Minus The Bear + French Toast +
30 Knots

This simple, two-song single
speaks volumes and hints at what
the band’s upcoming album,
Laughter, will have to offer. “The
Same,” is the single from the upcoming album that lends a hand to
showing what the new band lineup
is capable of and “When She
Arrives,” the non-album B-side, is
no less impressive and I dare say,
rivals the album track! While listening to Rahim, it becomes apparent
that what makes them a great act,
and what makes this single great,
are the less-noticeable things.
The backing vocals, the subtle
percussion and noises that are
incorporated ever-so-lightly in the
not-so-distant background, make
the songs full and make the music
work together as a whole. –Jeremy
C. Wilkins

Severe Torture
Sworn Vengeance
Earache Records

been around for quite a while and
pretty much has always rumbled
the underground, never receiving
big acclaim in the death-metal
world. As to why, I’m not sure—
they’re just as brutal and talented
as the big boys in death metal.
Upon my first listen, I couldn’t
quite get into the record; this is
one of those albums that takes
a few listens to truly enjoy and
find the underlying technicality
and greatness in the songwriting.
The songs are mid-paced to fast,
but nothing ultra-speedy, they
just embody that sort of rumbling
effect. The fact that they don’t use
blastbeats in every song actually
makes me appreciate the record
more. They rely more on tempo,
great groove-filled riffing and
howling solos. Also, it takes a
few songs in, but there is actually
some great death-metal vocal variety on here as well. –Bryer Wharton

Tyrant Throne
Abominations EP

Self-Released
Street: 01.14
Tyrant Throne = Cannibal Corpse +
Morbid Angel + Deicide

Brutal death metal has pretty
much become cliché in the metal
world, with bands at each other’s
throats to sound heavier than the
next. This troop, hailing from Jordan, aren’t out to win any growling
or blastbeat competitions. There
is always comfort in something
that you know and love and that is
just what Tyrant Throne provides.
A homage to the originators of
brutal death metal, they even add
a cover of the oh-so-gory “Staring
through the Eyes of the Dead,”
from Cannibal Corpse. The six
songs on this EP are straight-up
crushing, be it in their speedy
death-metal transitions or groovy
blasting. The fun part about the
EP is that it encompasses pretty
much every style of death metal,
but with their own unique charm. It
makes listening a blast instead of
a chore, and in the end, that is all
any band can ask for when all is
said and done. –Bryer Wharton

Various Artists
Def Mix Classics

Defected Presents
Street: 11.26
Def Mix Classics = Leather Sheets

Street: 11.20
Severe Torture = Suffocation +
Vader + Deicide

The Dutch Severe Torture have

Roll up your satin shirts, pull out
your cargo pants and get ready
to dry hump somebody’s sister
until you throw up all over your
fake Rolex. Imagine the absolute
worst club in the world, full of
leather jackets, ponytails, hair
gel, and dancefloor fingerbanging, and you pretty much have an
idea of what Def Mix Classics is
all about. Plump full of remixes of

Mariah Carey, U2, Brand New
Heavies, and Toni Braxton, this
album goes beyond the so-badit’s-good irony (á là Night at the
Roxbury) realm into a cesspool of
douchebaggery that is making me
want to strangle myself with Abercrombie and Fitch sweatpants.
–Ryan Powers

Various Artists

Night Owls 4—A Shot In The
Dark
Syntax Records
Street: 12.04
Night Owls = Tupac + Saint Paul

The fourth edition of the Night
Owls series will give you a bigger
adrenaline rush than finally telling
your boss at work exactly what
you think of her over-scheduling
you during the school week and
how everyone knows that her
firm, mountainous breasts are
obviously fake. This album’s
fist-thumping potential is so great
it almost conceals its underlying
born-again lyrics–I go to Pigeon
John for my Jesus rap, thank you.
–Makena Walsh

White, Blue, Yellow,
and Clouds
Introducing

I and Ear Records
Street: 01.15
White, Blue, Yellow, and Clouds =
The Five Satins + a 1950s prom talent

Turning on the television may
cause you to see some former
sitcom star hawking a compilation called The Best Slow Dance
Songs of the 1950s. White, Blue,
Yellow, and Clouds could appear
on such an album, although we
would need to change the title
to The Most Forgettable Slow
Dance Songs of the 1950s. On this
album, WBYaC attempt to conjure
love songs with vocal harmonies,
soft guitar, and slow-moving
rhythm sections reminiscent of
The Platters, Smokey Robinson, and The Five Satins hit, “In
the Still of the Night.” However,
the vocals and instrumentation
make them sound like unimaginative impostors. They perform
an unimpressive impression of
1950s doo-wop, adding nothing
original or interesting. This album
is mildly enjoyable only because
the genre itself is enjoyable. The
band should have added some
upbeat tunes and attempted
something more interesting than
photocopying a musical genre.
–Joey Richards

hoof + Wolf Parade + more animal
band names

Is it just me, or have Xiu Xiu been
putting out a lot of material lately?
From last year’s release, The Air
Force, and their recent covers and
remix album, they haven’t taken
a break creating albums in a long
while. Anyways, Women as Lovers doesn’t seem like it was just
quickly put together or anything,
and it even feels like their most accessible album yet. Jamie Stewart
continues the tradition of the
poetic telling of strangeness with
his unique and sometimes yelping
voice. While the subject matter of
previous Xiu Xiu releases might
have turned would-be fans off of
Stewart’s writing style, everyone
should give this album a chance,
as it speaks on behalf of all human
emotions in a very interesting
fashion. Ranging from pop songs
like “no friend oh!” to the simple
acoustic-based tune, “Black
Keyboard,” no two songs sound
the same in the least bit. Although
they are all tied together with
Stewart’s trademark computerized
layering, the songs all have very
different feels to them. Any Xiu Xiu
fan should be ecstatic to hear this
release. –Tom Carbone Jr.

Zillionaire

The Street Lights Have Been
Turned Down
New Granada Records
Street: 01.15
Zillionaire = Esoteric song titles +
navel gazing

Imagine if Jeremy Enigk gathered Sunny Day Real Estate
and said, “Let us make an album
worse and more annoying than
The Rising Tide.” Too bad Zillionaire took on this project instead.
The opening track, “I Won’t Let
You Down (This Time),” does,
in fact, let me down. It is a slow
emo groove that whines on and
on in a supposedly deep fashion.
Unfortunately, Zillionaire is rather
consistent on letting me down. The
first 10 tracks are throwaway tunes
that sound like a worst-of-The
Promise Ring offering. The Street
Lights Have Been Turned Down
makes me grateful for the patriots
who developed the technology
to download only one song at a
time. For this album, that song is
the 23-minute long bonus track,
“Zillionaire.” This Godspeed You
Black Emperor knock-off is the
highlight and proves Zillionaire is a
band best left in the background.
–Joey Richards

Xiu Xiu

Women as Lovers

Kill Rock Stars
Street: 01.29
Xiu Xiu = Animal Collective + Deer-
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Photon Band actually sounds like it
is from the 60s and 70s. You name
it; the Beatles, The Who, maybe
even The Jam—Photon Band
is going to bring you a familiar
sound. The man behind the band,
Art Di Furia, has been (re)creating these psychedelic rock songs
since 1994, touching on all the
classics and never leaving the era.
This latest release is the heaviest,
most soulful, most Hendrix-esque
of the bunch. It has enough stringbending, whammy bar, slides and
reverse crash hits to tide us all
over until the next decade. I really
enjoy this album, especially some
of the bluesier tracks like “Thinkin
’Boutchoo” and “Just Between Me
and You,” but next time I am in the
mood, I will probably just put on
“Electric Ladyland.” –Davy Bartlett

Crooked Little Vein
Warren Ellis

William Morrow [Street: 07.24]

As a shy, Baptist teenager, I would often sneak peeks at HBO late at night.
One night I nearly lost my religion when I saw a man attempt to lift a cinder
block attached to his penis with a chain. In Crooked Little Vein, Warren Ellis
makes that image seem as innocuous and mundane as The Family Circus.
The story follows a loser private investigator and his “omnisexual vaginalist”
accomplice as they search for a purportedly magical, real copy of the U.S.
Constitution. More interesting than the off-kilter plot are the disturbing situations Ellis’ characters encounter. One extended scene involves the detective,
Michael McGill, naively stumbling into and sitting through “Godzilla Bukkake”
night. From injecting saline into testicles, to self-insemination with the ejaculate
of a hanged man, Warren Ellis has a way of making the most degrading and
unthinkable perversions seem commonplace, while still managing to make one
squeamish. –Joey Richards

Punk House: Interiors in Anarchy
Abby Banks

Abrams Image [Street: 10.01]

For three months of 2004 photographer Abby Banks and writer Timothy
Findlen traveled across the country and stayed in numerous punk houses.
This book is the culmination of their journey. Punk House features roughly 40
rag-tag punk houses from coast to coast and everywhere in between (Salt
Lake City’s own Bike House is even featured!). Bank’s has very successfully
captured the fun, uncertainty and most of all love of adventure of being a
young punk in her images. The beat-up couches, sticker-covered bathrooms,
hand-scrawled notes, immense amounts of clutter and the portraits of the
current residents of said communal spaces are all reminiscent of places that
I’ve been before. It’s a bit overwhelming, but incredibly comforting as well.
Punk House is an incredible documentation of the communal living spaces
with dirt-cheap rent, hot water that usually doesn’t work and a handful of
rag-tag residents who are living life on their own terms. Fucking brilliant.
– Jeanette Moses

Shaolin: Temple of Zen
Justin Guariglia
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Aperture [Street: 10.01]

Justin Guariglia has done an amazing job documenting the Shaolin temple
in China and the monks who inhabit it. With a few sequences of the whole
martial meditation routine for each specific style of Kung-Fu that is taught at
the temple, you get an idea of how much training and hard work it takes to
become a martial monk. Although I enjoyed the images of the routines very
much, the portraits of these monks were the most intriguing. My favorite image
was a photo of a Wenseng (cultural monk) sitting in deep meditation under
some shade of a tree within the temple. The book also features a short history
of the 1500 year-old temple, which makes the pictures inside even more interesting. –Adam Dorobiala

a private club for members

Tuesday

Upstairs:. "80s Time Tunnel" 80s Flashback
with DJ Radar
Downstairs:. Old-school industrial and
Gothic with DJ B-Module
$3 dollars before 10pm, $5 after. Ladies Free
untill 11:00pm
$2 pints, $6 dollar pitchers, $3 sex on the beach

Wednesday

Upstairs:. Transmission with DJ Radar and DJ
D/C. All request Indie, elctroclash, danceparty.
Downstairs:. "Klub Karaoke" provided by
Spotlight Entertainment, $3 dollars before
10pm, $5 after. Ladies Free untill 11:00pm
$2 pints, $6 dollar pitchers, $4.50 Jager bombs

ART CITY
TATTOO
Travis, John, Jason, Jed

Creating Your Perfect Tattoo
RESPECTED IN UTAH AND
SURROUNDNG STATES FOR OVER 12 YEARS.

Thursday

This is the biggest 80’s night in the US!
Upstairs:. 80s New Wave Flashback with
DJ Radar
Downstairs:. “Sanctuary” Gothic and
Darkwave with DJ Evil K
$3 before 10pm, $5 after. Ladies free until 11pm
$4 Rockstar vodka

Friday

Upstairs:. “Klub Kulture” Alternative and
Techno with DJ Jeremiah
Downstairs:. “Das Maschine” Industrial and
EBM with DJ Viking
3 before 10pm, $5 after 10pm
$3 Kamikazes, $2 Coronas

Saturday

3925 So. State St., SLC, UT.
Clean; Private; Professional and Courteous Staff
Walk-ins Or by Appointment, Tue-Sat, Noon-9pm

AREA 51 • 451 S 400 W • SLC
534-0819 • www.area51slc.com
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(801)270.8282

Upstairs:. “In the Mix” Alternative, Techno
and Dance with DJ Jeremiah
Downstairs:. “Subculture” Industrial, Gothic
and 80’s with DJ Evil K and DJ Viking
$3 before 10pm, $5 after 10pm
$3 Sex on the Beach

by Jesse Kennedy
slsuby@gmail.com

Guitar Hero III: Legends of
Rock

Neversoft Entertainment/RedOctane
Xbox360/PS2/PS3/Wii
Street: 10.28.2007
Musical

Comic Book Creator 2.0:
What’s Your Story?
Planetwide Media
Street: 08.14.2007

Layout
Although making comic books is cool, it can be
quite limited when the number of characters and
backgrounds are only restricted to clip art. But
now with version 2.0, the comic book backgrounds
and characters have been stripped away and the
software reworked to become more of a photolayout style suite.
The page editor allows quick drag-and-drop from
the side bar into the workspace. Besides backgrounds, there’s quick access to four folders on
your PC of your choice, a number of pre-designed
text boxes and a text layout editor. On top of that,
individual cells can be modified with new borders
and the like. For an extra cheesy touch, there’s
also a plethora of dialog balloons in case you want
to add some speech captions to your photos, and
finally you can also add sound and animation to
your cells.
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Although it’s probably not practical to just drag and
drop you entire photo collection into What’s Your
Story? it’s the perfect way to take a smaller collection of photos, such as a set of vacation photos,
and give them more of a scrap-book like layout
rather than just tucking them away in your “My
Pictures” folder or shoving the hard copies into a
photo album. Personally, I plan on laying out a few
pages from a recent road trip and printing them up
for a more animated and customized feeling album
complete with narration, dates and comments. No
Spiderman clip art needed.
4 out of 5 of my captions are vulgar

Nobody can accuse the folks over at Guitar Hero
headquarters of not knowing a good thing when
they’ve got one. Right on the heels of the ultrapopular Guitar Hero II, developer Harmonix has
handed over the reigns to Neversoft for this great
follow-up title. Luckily, the new guys managed to
keep what made Guitar Hero II so great completely
intact, while at the same time adding some new
coolness to make rocking out just a bit more enjoyable.
The first thing you’ll notice with Legends of Rock
is the ultra-cool wireless controller. Finally, those
sweet spin moves I’ve been working on don’t end
with my console flying off the shelf and knocking
me unconscious! The wireless controller, does
weigh a tad more than the old controller which
gives it a more substantial feel. The buttons and
strum bar all work perfectly, and the range has
yet to be reached in my humble abode. Instead
of the very tasteful white Gibson Explorer from
Guitar Hero II, we are now blessed with the mother
of all rock axes, a black Gibson Les Paul! The
guitar also comes with a complete set of stickers
to customize your axe with the standard butt-rock
selection of flames and skulls.
There is one huge difference in the game play:
the introduction of the boss battle! After every few
sets of songs, you face off against a super-guitar
hero and battle to the musical death. The way this
works is that by nailing certain passages you gain
“weapons” to try and derail your opponent during
their turn. Screw them up enough and you will soon
be head banging atop their defeated video corpse.
Another cool twist is the option to skip your boss
battles if you get slaughtered too many times and
just want to strum your way through the rest of the
game. So welcome back, plug-in and get ready to
rock the world again!
4.5 out of 5 frets a’ blazing

The Orange Box
Valve

PC/Xbox 360/PS3
Street: 10.11.2007
First person shooter

The Orange Box is really three games in one
from our friends over at Valve. First up is Team
Fortress 2, a multiplayer-only bullet-fest, pitting
teams against each other in an all out war based
on capture the flag scenarios. The action is brutal
and relentless, and the cartoonish characters are
very likeable as they shoot holes through you. The
one thing that is lacking here is the variety, since
characters, despite the great selection of classes,
can’t be changed or “leveled up” as you play the
game and the maps are not very abundant. The
emphasis on team building will be a bonus for
some players, but a turn off for others who are
looking for a more independent experience.
Portal is a new game from Valve that is based
primarily on a simple puzzle-room layout. However,
Portal delivers far more than just some mind (and
thumb) bending puzzles. In fact, the voice over in
Portal is hands down the most hilarious thing I’ve
ever heard in a video game. I was literally laughing
out loud as I played through this game. Valve has
created an instant classic that I hope will be receiving a follow up as soon as possible.
Half Life 2: Episode 2 is the much anticipated
second installment to the follow up to one of the
greatest first person shooters of all time, Half Life.
If you’ve been a fan of the series then, odds are
you’re going to buy this disk anyways (this game
is the cornerstone of The Orange Box) to play
the newest episode and find out the haps with
Dr. Freeman. There’s not a huge amount of new
weapon/action developments since Half Life 2,
but considering how fantastic that game was, that
shouldn’t stop you from picking up this newest
installment. You’ll also get Half Life 2 and Half Life
2: Episode 1 on this disk which all told with the new
installment is going to give you over 25 hours of
video game history.

5 out of 5 contestants prefer cake

HBO Documentary Film

Street: 10.23
James Gandolfini
This chilling documentary interviews
U.S. troops that were severely disabled
while serving in Iraq. These injured
soldiers go into great detail explaining
in their own words, exactly how they
were hurt and the impact it made in
their lives. The descriptions of their
injuries are often supplemented with
insurgent-released video of the actual
injury occurring. The stories that are
told, coupled with the footage from
Iraq, adequately create an emotional
overtone that demands sympathy
and understanding. This film offers
a unique point of view that everyone
should hear. These soldiers aren’t
preaching about anything, they are just
reminding you that they are people,
doing their job in a warzone.
–Ben Trentelman

Avant Garde 2:
Experimental Cineam
1928 – 1954

Films from the Raymond
Rohauer Collection

Kino International
Street: 07.24
Volume two of their experimental
cinema series sees Kino doing an
amazing job of bringing films that test
the limits of the cinematic experience
into wider circulation. Volume one saw
classic experimental art cinema from
the likes of Antonin Artaud’s L’Etoile
De Mer and Hans Richter’s Rhythmus
21. Volume two moves out of the 1920s
and 30s to encapsulate post-war film
explorations from the likes of James
Broughton, Stan Brakhage and
Jean Mitry. The crowning jewel of this
collection, however, is Jean Isidore
Isou’s Venom and Eternity––complete
and uncut! Holy shit face! Again, the
image and audio quality are pristine,
while linear notes providing context
and extension for the films represented
here. Another must have collection for
fans of radical cinema. –Erik Lopez

A Christmas Family
Tragedy

Break of Dawn Productions
Street: 11.27
Ah, Christmas: snow, anxiety,
obligations, debt and murder. This
is a concise little documentary about
Charlie Lawson, who murdered
his wife and most of his kids, before
turning the gun on himself in 1929.
There’s a lot of local folklore that has
come as a result of these brutal killings,
and this documentary covers plenty of
it. While much of the production and
camera work were obviously done on
a shoestring budget, the amount of
information is almost overwhelming.
Many of the interviews are of people

Dark Funeral

Attera Orbis Terrarum, Pt. 1

Regain Records
Street: 11.06
Strap on you’re spikes, break out the
corpse paint and adorn your upside
down crosses, because Sweden’s
satanic black metal icons Dark Funeral
have dished out a two disc DVD.
Ultimately entertaining for any black
metal fan, in the end it is definitely for
the die-hard fans of the band. Delving
through four hours of DVD content
can be a daunting task, with three
professionally shot shows, two of which
have the exact same set list and the
other isn’t all that different. All are shot
well, some better than others, but every
one has quality sound mixing, that
allows every instrument to be heard.
The real gem of this monster collection
is the fan shot footage, that after sorting
through all the pro stuff, shows the
from their first show in 94 to 97 and is
as grim, raw, cult and black metal as it
gets. –Bryer Wharton

The Naked Trucker and
T-Bones: Live at the
Troubadour

Warner Bros. Records
Streer: 03.20
HE’S NAKED, GET IT?? Prior to viewing
this, I hadn’t even heard of the show. I
went in with a great deal of skepticism,
and was pleasantly surprised that I
didn’t end up completely hating what I
saw. Even though the shtick is probably
played out, I was delighted by some of
the jokes included in the lyrics, including
some very clever Noam Chomsky
references. David Koechner does
a good job playing an uneducated
man-child, and the music, which is
basically Johnny Cash lite, isn’t half
bad. I guess my main problem is that if
this was just a single DVD, it might have
the potential to be a one of a kind gem,
but since it’s also a television series on
Comedy Central, the lasting appeal will
disappear quickly. Pick this up if you
thought Talladega Nights: The Ballad
of Ricky Bobby was worth two hours
of your time. –Conor Dow

The Ritchie Boys

Docurama Films
Street: 11.20
This is the story of several immigrant
and refugee Germans who fled
Nazi Germany to combat those who
forced them from their homes. These
Germans joined the US military to
be stationed at Camp Ritchie, where
they received training to serve in US
intelligence. Now much older, some of
the surviving troops from Camp Ritchie
tell their stories. These guys share an

amazing perspective on what it was
like to be a German fighting the Nazi
party. Their tales are both hilarious,
and dramatic as they boast how they
outsmarted and tricked several German
troops into disclosing valuable information, and in many cases surrender. This
documentary presents a great deal
of information with a great sense of
humor, while maintaining an undertone
of urgency and danger. Bauer does
a wonderful job of simply letting these
men tell their stories without clouding
the documentary with sappy music and
imagery. –Ben Trentelman

Sergi Eisenstein’s
Battleship Potemkin

F.W. Murnau’s Nosferatu

Kino International
Street: 10.23 and 11.20 respectively
For those who are movie fans, it would
be worthless to review reissues of such
classic films as Battleship Potemkin and
Nosferatu––you’ve already seen them
and know whats going on. However,
with all the different versions floating
around out there of these two movies,
its worth making mention which edition
to get and from whom: Kino International. With Battleship Potemkin, Kino
has restored Eissenstein’s masterpiece
to its original specifications even adding
an epic 5.1 Dolby surround-sound score
of the original 1926 masterpiece. Needless to say, on the 5.1 system I saw
this on, my balls dropped two and half
inches in disbelief; Kino’s restoration
rivals and maybe exceeds Criterion care
and concern for the products they put
out. For Nosferatu, Kino has provided
the same exacting eye towards visual
restoration and audio excellence––5.1
sound again graces this production with
full orchestral arrangements and the
high-def transfer is impeccable. Both
films sport double-DVD treatment and
should be the final word on both films.
–Erik Lopez

Tom Verlaine and Jimmy
Rip

Music for Experimental Film

Kino International
Street: 09.25
The premise of this DVD is fairly simple:
somewhere along the line Tom Verlaine
and Jimmy Rip got together, watched
some experimental films from the 1920s
and wrote soundtracks for them. Most
of the movies on this DVD can be found
in Kino’s excellent Experimental Cinema
series, volume one. While Verlaine and
Rip do a great job of making smart, intelligent, guitar-noodling soundtracks to
films such as Rhythmus 21 and L’Etoile
De Mer, it seems that the premise
doesn’t follow from the practice. The
music for the soundtracks was recording from concerts in Portugal and Spain.
This fact, slyly printed on the back, kind
of cheapens the feel of a soundtrack
made specifically for the movies but
none-the-less, fans of Television and
guitar wankery will love this DVD. I
know I do! – Erik Lopez

Various Artists

The Unholy Alliance Tour

American Records
Street: 10.30
The mighty Slayer has brought forth
their first Unholy Alliance Tour DVD to
give fans a glimpse of the tour that may
have passed up their town. Slayer has

put out many live DVD’s and videos
throughout their career, so the only
thing different about this one is the addition of the new songs. Slayer always
put on a good show, and their set was
enjoyable as always, as for the other
bands, none of the performances really
stand out. Thine Eyes Bleed is the
only band that offers a new song, not
featured on their only record. Mastodon, Children of Bodom and Lamb
of God’s shows are all pretty predictable and lack luster. The sound mixing
also suffers some flaws, including some
fuzziness coming through on the DVD.
There are also interviews intermingled
in the DVD before each bands songs
begin, which are actually interesting,
part of the time. – Bryer Wharton

Via Marina

Eric Longden, Mike Marasco
and Christopher Thurber
Studio 411
Street: 11.08
Via Marina is one of those movies
you don’t hear about and then when
you watch it and you are completely
blown away that you didn’t know about
it sooner. All of the skateboarding is
top notch with stellar parts from Chris
Roberts, Joey Brezinski and Furby.
Although I like their parts a lot, Richie
Jackson takes the cake with best part
by far, you can see how much fun he
is having with every trick. The music
choices were a little emo for my liking,
with exception to Andre Nickatina’s
jam that Furby skates to and Richie
Jackson’s song is rather good as well.
The filming in all of it is pretty good too,
so if you have some extra time and
want to see all the good things people
are doing with themselves you should
check this movie out. Dig? – adam
dorobiala

War & Peace

Koch Vision/BBC Miniseries
Street: 10.23
I was a little worried stepping into this
massive production of War & Peace––
the book was long enough and another
fifteen hours was all I needed of the
Russian epic. Surprisingly, however, it
was a blast to watch for a few reasons:
1970s production values, without all this
glitz and glam of computers, added to
the charm of the story; the acting was
immense and starred a young Anthony
Hopkins as Pierre Bezuhov and
finally the character development that
typified the book was kept in tact with
this mammoth miniseries, which is the
whole reason to read the book. Other
productions of the same story were
thin on development and in turn were
a little bit to narrative arc heavy. The
only thing that bothered me somewhat
was that the sound was horrible, it went
in and out due to the technological
limitations of the day. Even so, I can
overlook that for the quality presented
here. Furthermore, the DVD version
is beautifully packaged and provides
a 44-page booklet that lays out the
characters and plot and goes into
production detail. How is that for bang
for your buck? Well worth the price of
admission. –Erik Lopez
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Alive Day Memories;
Home From Iraq

who knew
someone, or knew
someone who
knew someone at
the time––playing
into the lore of
this grisly act even
more. There’s
even some History
Channel styled
reenacting to help the
viewer visualize what took place, and
although some of it is cheesy, it adds to
the fun. Instead of watching Tim Allen’s
sequential abortions on Christmas
Eve with the family, watch this instead.
–Conor Dow
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Friday, January 4
Opening Reception for Midnight Records
– 127 S Main St.
The Sound and the Fury – Utah Arts Alliance
Entourage Karaoke – Saints and Sinners
Eleventh Hour, Downfall, Meat – Vegas
Roots Rawka, Demise One, Spitsofrentic, DJ
Handsome Hands, DJ Envee – Urban
School of Rock: Guitar Gods – The Circuit
48 Hours in Utah: The Film Contest –
www.48hoursinutah.org
School of Rock: Peter Gabriel – Social Work
Auditorium
Last Day of Sun, Abysmal Abbitoir, XUR –
Broken Record
Iota – Bar Deluxe
Birds & Batteries, Bronco – Monk’s
Three Reasons – Woodshed
Band of Annuals, Joshua James, Let’s Become
Actors, Kildem Soto – Kilby
Bring Your Guns – Under the Bridge
Dear Stranger, Paxtin, Dane, The Death
Machine – Solid Ground
The Grimmway, Swamp Donkeys, The
Boomsticks, Monorchist – Burt’s
Recon, American Me, It Prevails, For the Fallen
Dreams – NVO
Streetlight Manifesto, Grand Buffet, The Stitch
Up, Fews & Twos, The Skaficionados – Avalon
Saturday, January 5
Rediscover, Grace Gale. Fletch, Victim Effect,
This Calendar Year, Dreadnought – NVO
The Radio Rhythm Makers, Hillbilly Fever,
Colorado City Runaways – Burt’s
School of Rock: Peter Gabriel – Social work
Auditorium
Ahaziah, Radiata – Avalon
Til She Bleeds, This Failure, Calico, Last
Serenade, Oxido Republica – Vegas
Dancho, The Boomsticks – Woodshed
DJ Matrix: Happy Birthday
Zack and Zas Zas– Tony’s
A Blinding Spyre, The Market, Witness the
Forcast, Autumary – Kilby
Earth Jam Benefit: War Onterra, DJ Teeny Tiny,
Darin Thornley, The Burgs – Urban
Utah Winter Games – Brighton
48 Hours in Utah: The Film Contest –
www.48hoursinutah.org
School of Rock: Guitar Gods – The Circuit
Spear It – Bar Deluxe
Sunday, January 6
48 Hours in Utah: The Film Contest –
www.48hoursinutah.org
Sin-Fi, The Monster Pod – Monk’s
Time to Talk Tween Tunes – Urban
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Monday, January 7
Urban Decay, The Willkills, SKINT, Dubbed,
Negative Charge – Burt’s
Comradery – Vegas
Tuesday, January 8
The Prosthetics, Pass a Fist, Deviancy – Artopia
Motif Onyx – Monk’s
Miles Beyond – Woodshed

Band Bang Rock and Roll
Rebecca Rules – Urban
Swans of Never, Nate Eye,
Adam & Darae – Kilby
Art Show: Jeremey C. Wilkins and Corey Bailey
– Broken Record
Reverend Peyton’s Big Damn Band, Jason
Webley, The Utah County Swillers – Burt’s

Showcase – Area 51
Utah Winter Games – Alta
City Weekly Slammys: Folk/Indie-Folk/AltCountry Showcase – Huka Bar
City Weekly Slammys: Folk/Indie-Folk/AltCountry Showcase – Cisero’s
The Slippery Kittens Burlesque with Salt Town
Greasers and Kate Ledeuce – Bar Deluxe

Wednesday, January 9
Chudda, Pack of Wolves, Neon Trees,
Cavedoll – Burt’s
Jilted, Kicking the Hippies – Addicted
Illegal Beagle, Spontaneous Kennie, Point of
Contention, I’m a Gymnast – Kilby

Sunday, January 13
Blowupnihilist – Red Light Books
T T T T T Drink It – Urban
Jim Fear – Monk’s

Thursday, January 10
The Butlers of Chateau Greyskull, The Maids of
Snake Mountain, Irony Man – Burt’s
Benefit for Gil with Swagger – Piper Down
What Dwells Within, Red Queen Effect, Blonde
Assassin – Vegas
Oh Wild Birds – Urban
Open Mic Night – Saints and Sinners
Grizzly Prospector, Stag Hare, The Groom,
Chaz Prymek – Kilby
18 Wheels of Justice – Bar Deluxe
Friday, January 11
Red Top Wolverine Show – Under the Bridge
Deadbeats, Mindstate, Sinthesis – Kilby
City Weekly Slammys:
Hip Hop Showcase – Monk’s
Localized: Dacho, Funk & Gonzo, Sack Cloth
and Ashes – Urban
School of Rock: Led Zeppelin –
Orson Spencer Hall
Carphax Files, Hypnautica, Phono – Vegas
Lost by Reasons – Woodshed
Joel Taylor, Pat Arp, James Belliston –
Addicted
Entourage Karaoke – Saints and Sinners
For Today, The Brotherhood of Daehan,
Bringing Down Broadway – Avalon
City Weekly Slammys: Indie Rock Showcase–
Bar Deluxe
Loom’s CD Release Show: Loom, God’s
Revolver, Her Candane – Broken Record
Left Alone, The Black Rose Phantoms, Fews &
Two, Spooky Deville – Burt’s
Suzanne Westernhoefer –
Jeanne Wagner Theatre
Saturday, January 12
SLUG Games: Lumberjack Jam
– Brighton Resort
House of Cards, Mean Molly’s Trio, Jeremiah
Maxey, Badgrass – Burt’s
School of Rock: Led Zeppelin
– Orson Spencer Hall
Fat Paw, Darin Caine – Woodshed
Spencer Nielsen, Kevin Burdick – Tony’s
Separation of Self, Autofate, Cave of Roses,
Guttshot, Prosthetic Heads – Vegas
Blackhole, The Rubes – Urban
Endever After, Lorieta Sound,
Dreadnought – Avalon
City Weekly Slammys: Goth/Darkwave

Monday, January 14
Dream Cycle – Burt’s
Tuesday, January 15
Drawback, Tough Tittie – Burt’s
Toy Soup Comedy Troupe – Woodshed
Glade, David Williams, Wuhu Seai, Death Riot
Carnage Horse – Kilby
Wednesday, January 16
Eric Hutchinson – Mckay Events Center
Terence Hanson – Urban
Metal as Fuck Tour: The Classic Struggle,
The Ghost Inside, From Graves of Valor, The
Breathing Process, Cornipumr – Vegas
Abe Carter, Cory Mom, Matt Jennings – Kilby
Eric Openshaw Band, Cambriah, Lorin Cook,
Kate Ledeuce – Burt’s
Thursday, January 17
(a)perture Gallery Grand Opening
– 1617 S 900 E
Open Mic Night – Saints and Sinners
KOrt McCumber & McCumberland Gap
– Piper Down
Sundance – Utah
Pink Lightnin’, Leopold & His Fiction
– Bar Deluxe
Slamdance – Park City
Seawolf, Emme Packer, Johan the Angel,
Atherton – Kilby
Starmy, Wedk, 3 Reasons – Urban
All Systems Fail, Repeat Offender. Negative
Charge – Burt’s
Friday, January 18
Broke City, Poetica, Collin Creek – Burt’s
D. Sharp – Artopia
Slamdance – Park City
Sundance – Utah
Entourage Karaoke – Saints and Sinners
Rune, O.H.D. – Urban
Salt Lake Gallery Stroll – Downtown SLC
John Bell, The Sound and the Fury, Heroes,
Outlaws, Madmen and Fools
– Utah Arts Alliance
City Weekly Slammys: Metal/Hardcore
Showcase – Addicted
City Weejly Slammys: Hardrock Showcase –
Vegas
Soul Shakers – Under the Bridge
Burton Demo Tour Party – Bazookas
Snowboard Shop
School of Rock: ACDC – Circuit

Saturday, January 19
No Quarter – Depot
Jinga Boa – Urban
Eddie Spaghetti & Jordan Sharprio, American
Relay, Kate Ledeuce – Bar Deluxe
Number One Gun, Brighten, The Maine,
Secrets & Whispers, Larusso – Solid Ground
City Weekly’s Slammys: Punk Showcase
– Burt’s
The Bravery – In the Venue
Sundance – Utah
Soggy Bone – Tony’s
Semantic – Woodshed
Standing Solo, Mushman, Tom Butler Band,
Kathryn Cowles – Kilby
Utah Winter Games – Snowbasin
School of Rock: AC/DC – Circuit
School of Rock: Prince – Social Work
Auditorium
Twilight Trasmissions, AODL, Ol’ Blue
– Red Light
Burton Demo Tour – Park City Resort
Slamdance – Park City
Sunday, January 20
Burton Demo Tour – Park City Resort
Sundance – Utah
Dimas, Heart Pharmacy – KIlby
Time to Talk Tween Tunes – Urban
Slamdance – Park City
Monday, January 21
Burton Demo Tour – Park City Resort
Slaymaker Hill – Piper Down
Finch, Tera Melos, Sound the Alarm, Mury
– Avalon
EMC, Masta Ace, Punchline, Wordsworth
– Suede
The Pack, Pittsburgh Slim, Tyga – Kilby
Dusty Rhodes and the River Band – Urban
Hillbilly G. Had – Woodshed
Slamdance – Park City
Sundance – Utah
Tuesday, January 22
Modern Crush – Burt’s
Mac Lethal, Grieves, Typecast, DJ Sku, Blue
Collar Theory – Kilby
Troma Dance Film Festival – City Library
Troma Dance Opening Night Reception
– Night Flight
See it Through, Johnny Cage – Addicted
Sundance – Utah
Mixology Class, Ben Raskin – Woodshed
We DK – Monk’s
Four Letter Lie, Blinded Black, Driverside
Impact – NVO
Slamdance – Park City

Wednesday, January 23
Iceage Cobra – Urban
Troma Dance Film Festival – Brewvies
Troma Dance Film Festival – Dolly’s Bookstore
Sundance – Utah
Early Show: Melee, Matt White – Kilby
Ice Age Cobra – Urban
Late Show: Zelasowa, Post Cards Home,
Vicious Starfish – Kilby
Angela Correa, Daniel Ahearn, Iberis,
Summerhead, Skirts – Area 51
Slamdance – Park City
Thursday, January 24
STS9 – Depot
Early Show: Lord Mandrake, For
Fair Weather, Against the Season
– Kilby
Late Show: Dave Crossland, Mary
Beth Maziara – Kilby
Open Mic Night
– Saints and Sinners
Salt City Sprints: The Yeti, Ruckus
– Urban
The Lauderdale – Solid Ground
Pagan Love Gods – Piper Down
18 Wheels of Justice – Bar Deluxe
Natives of the New Dawn,
Mindstate, Funk & Gonzo, Blonde
Assassin – Burt’s
Slamdance – Park City
Sundance – Utah

Heads – Avalon
Utah Winter Games – Brian Head
School of Rock: Women in Rock
– Social Work Auditorium
School of Rock: Pink Floyd: The Wall – Ecker
Hill Middle School
Sundance – Utah
Sunday, January 27
TTTTT Rules – Urban
Sundance – Utah
Monday, January 28
Call the Paramedics, Neckbrace – Vegas

Blowupnihilist January 13th @ Red Light Bookstore
Friday, January 25
Kevin Elliot and the Broken
– Burt’s
Entourage Karaoke – Saints and Sinners
Tuesday, January 29
Subrosa, Spork – Under the Bridge
Chasing Zen, Miles Beyond – Burt’s
Sweatshop Union, Swan Juice, Scenic Byway
The Chad Stanely Trio – Woodshed
– Urban
Job for a Cowboy, The Red Chord, Skeleton
Witch, And Embers Rise – Avalon
Help Sam Wessel kick Cancer – Woodshed
Bad Apples, Rapid, Know it Alls – Urban
Harold & the Two Tones, Palace of Buddies,
XUR – Monk’s
The Soundtrack Scene, Yaniv Tal – Kilby
City Weekly Slammys: Ambient Rock
Wednesday, January 30
Showcase – Liquid Joe’s
Uprok Presents: Special Teams Underground
School of Rock: Women in Rock
Hip Hop – Bar Deluxe
– Social Work Auditorium
Dallas Alice, The Utah County Swillers, The
Cave of Roses, Grimmway, This Failure
– Broken Record
Highbeams – Burt’s
DJ Rebel, Babylon Down – Monk’s
The Cord Season, Spiral Diary, Wendy Owhiler
Sundance – Utah
– Kilby
Chicago Mike, Hourglass, Going Second –
Gallows, Cancer Bats, This is Hell , The Riff
Vegas
Robbers – Avalon
Michael Franti and Spearhead – Depot
School of Rock: Pink Floyd: The Wall – Ecker
Thursday, January 31
Hill Middle School
Vanna, Knives Exchanging Hands, My Hero is
Troma Dance Closing Night Party – Kristauf’s
Me – NVO
The Purrbats – Bar Deluxe
Motherless Cowboys – Bar Deluxe
Hey Hollywood, Gazelles, Mesa Drive – Solid
Dead to Fall, Winds for Plague, Impending
Doom, Belay my Last – NVO
Ground
Slamdance – Park City
Open Mic Night – Saints and Sinners
Haste the Day, Scary Kids Scaring Kids, Drp
Saturday, January 26
Dead Gorgeous, Gwen Stacy – Avalon
Laserspectacular featuring music of Pink Floyd
The Liars, Future of the Ghost, No Age – Urban
– Kingsbury Hall
The Lionelle, Dead Horse Point, Patterslats,
Utah Winter Games – Brighton Resort
Abe Carter – Kilby
Beyond This Flesh, It Never Ends, Massacre at
Knock Galley West, Pink LIghtnin’, The
the Wake, Redneck Mafia,
Boomsticks – Burt’s
Scripted Apology – Vegas
Friday, February 1
Crash Romeo, Say No More, Kill Your Ex – NVO
Paper Mache, Mury – Solid Ground
Jessica Something Jewish, Robotronica, Forest
Oison the Well, The Chariot, Dance Gavin
World, Code Hero – Kilby
Devilock, Night of the Living Rednecks – Burt’s
Dance, 3 – Avalon
Michael Franti and Spearhead – Depot
Entourage Karaoke – Saints and Sinners
Ginga Boa – Woodshed
Junta Deville, Charlie Don’t Surf, The Fey
– Broken Record
DJ Matrix – Tony’s
City Weekly Slammy Fest – Urban
The Expendables, The B Foundation, Dirty
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The Rukus, Slajo – Orange
The Green Peanuts, The Brobots, The
Cosmonots, The Explicit, Dirty Vespuccis –
Avalon
Dane & the Death Machine, Dancho –
Woodshed
Kick the Dog – Broken Record
Early Show: We Shot the Moon, A Cassandra
Utterance, Aure – Kilby
Late Show: Kid Madusa, Libbie Linton,
Erin Haley – Kilby
School of Rock: Prince
– Social Work Auditorium
Listener, Ole Bravo, The Lionelle, Swans of
Never – Solid Ground
Leopold and his Fiction, Pink Lightnin’
– Bar Deluxe
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Available at: Slowtrain • Positively 4th
• Heavy Metal Shop • Orions PC
• Randy’s Records • The Record Collector
• Graywhale • Uprok Records• Q Clothing
• Nobrow Coffee• Ken Sanders• Blitz Salon
• Red Light Books • Frosty Darling
deathbysalt.com • slugmag.com
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$10
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